
   

 

 
 
 

Date:  October 7, 2019 
To:  Honorable Mayor and City Council 
Through:  Jim Thompson, City Manager 
From:  Brent Stockwell, Assistant City Manager; Susan Conklu, SR. Transportation Planner 
Subject:  Device Sharing Report  
 

On Nov. 13, 2018, City Council adopted Ordinance No. 4372 amending the Scottsdale Revised Code 
relating to bicycles and related devices, including electric bicycles and scooters. The updated ordinance 
took effect on Dec. 13, 2018. The City Manager was directed to share a full report following the end of 
the tourism season. This report provides an update on scooter-related issues in Scottsdale from Dec. 13, 
2018 to April 14, 2019. In addition, updated city data has been provided through mid-July 2019.  

BACKGROUND 

The ordinance specifically regulates the parking and operation of bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized 
bicycles, motorized skateboards, motorized play vehicles, and stand-up electric mini-scooters. The 
ordinance defined where these devices could and could not be parked and operated, rather than 
proposing regulations specific to device sharing companies. The report stated that additional regulatory 
measures could be taken if the ordinance measures were not enough to address most concerns.  

Staff have continued to meet with device sharing companies and coordinate through email throughout 
the year. This includes initial meetings to provide information on city requirements prior to each 
company’s launch (See Attachment 1), follow-up meetings to look at problem areas and violations, 
emails regarding specific issues, and specific restrictions related to special events. Special event 
restrictions include requesting removal of all scooters from an area such as Parada del Sol, Rock ‘n’ Roll 
Marathon, and the Entertainment District during event weekends, as well as designating an area for 
device parking during Spring Training games.  

Staff also worked with residents, merchants, and property owners to address unique situations caused 
by device sharing companies. City transportation staff developed a map of restricted device areas and 
bicycle rack locations to aid companies in proper placement and operations of devices. These maps are 
available on the city’s Open Data Portal:  

• Restricted areas: http://data.scottsdaleaz.gov/dataset/restricted-bike-and-scooter-areas 

• Bike rack locations: http://data.scottsdaleaz.gov/dataset/bike-rack-locations  

In addition, staff created a frequently asked question page for the public, which also included 
information on how to report concerns: https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/codes/bike-scooters 

USE OF SCOTTSDALE EZ SYSTEM FOR COMPLAINTS 

The City of Scottsdale has an online mobile-optimized web application for people to report issues to the 
city. This system is called ScottsdaleEZ. The system is also used to track complaints about shared device 
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parking. The ScottsdaleEZ system received 419 reports throughout the season and summer (December 
13, 2018 to July 15, 2019), of which 256 (61 percent) were reported by three city staff team members 
(Attachment 2). The city also provides a way for the public to also report issues through 480-312-RIDE 
during business hours, which transfers them to the Call Center. From there, staff enters the information 
into ScottsdaleEZ for the caller. This system is also set to automatically notify the device sharing 
company-provided contacts whenever an EZ report is submitted. There is a feature where the company 
contacts can update and close out reports after they address and resolve each issue. 

Chart one shows how many violations were reported to each company, with Lime receiving the most. 
Chart two lists the number of reports related to shared devices generated each month. January and 
April experienced the highest number of ScottsdaleEZ reports. Chart three displays the types of 
violations that were reported. Parking Where Prohibited, was reported the most frequently. This 
violation includes parking on a sidewalk, in a landscaped area, as well as blocking access to curb ramps 
and pedestrian push buttons. 

Chart One: ScottsdaleEZ Reports by Company. This chart shows how many ScottsdaleEZ reports were 
generated for each company, how many were generated by city staff and how many by the public. 

Note: December was Dec. 13 – 31 and July was July 1-11 only.  

 

Chart Two: ScottsdaleEZ Reports by Month. This chart shows scooter-related reports by month. Note: 

December was Dec. 13 – 31 and July was July 1-11 only.  
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Chart Three: ScottsdaleEZ Reports by Violation. This chart shows reports by category of violation. 

Note: December was Dec. 13 – 31 and July was July 1-11 only.  

 

POLICE DEPARTMENT CALLS AND CITATIONS 

During Spring Training, the Scottsdale Police Department provided education to scooter riders on three 
weekends. This included education on where to park and details about traffic laws for scooters. During 
the third weekend, police issued some citations near Scottsdale Stadium for offenses like riding scooters 
while intoxicated and reckless behavior.  

From Dec. 13, 2018 through July 13, 2019, Police calls related to scooters included at least 113 citations 
and five arrests (see Chart four and Attachment three). Of these, 92 (81 percent) were for parking 
violations, the rest were for moving violations, such as reckless riding, riding under the influence, failure 
to yield or failure to obey traffic control devices. The city has not impounded scooters for logistical 
reasons, including limited staff resources and no approved fee structure for relocating or impounding 
scooters. Staff is proposing a fee of $25 for relocating scooters and $50 for impounding each scooter. 

Chart Four: Police Citations and Arrests by Month. This chart shows how many scooter-related citations 
and arrests occurred each month.  

Note: December was Dec. 13 – 31 and July was July 1-13 only.  
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COURT FINES

From Dec. 13, 2018 through July 13, 2019 there were 114 citations filed, including one filed by the 
prosecutor. At that time, 49 had been adjudicated, 65 were still pending, $9,295.80 had been assessed 
and $8,364.00 had been paid. In all, five companies and various individual riders received citations. 
 
Chart Five: Court Cases by Company. This chart shows how many scooter-related citations were filed 
with the Scottsdale City Court by company.  

 
Note: December was Dec. 13 – 31 and July was July 1-13 only.  

 
FIRE DEPARTMENT CALLS 

The Scottsdale Fire Department reported 89 total calls for service involving rental scooters which had 
caused an injury and required an emergency medical service response between Dec. 13, 2018 and July 
18, 2019. Of the total, 67 patients were treated and transported to a local hospital, with the remaining 
22 refusing further care on scene or transportation to a local hospital by ambulance. During that same 
period, there were 15,989 total EMS incidents. Scooter calls reflected about 0.56 percent of all EMS 
calls. The city does not have data related to the final disposition of the patients transported to the 
hospital.  

INJURIES 

HonorHealth Emergency Department’s trauma program director provided information about all trauma 
patients with scooter-related injuries at the HonorHealth Osborn trauma center from Jan. 1, 2018 to 
Aug. 22, 2019. During this period, there were 116 cases- 40 were female and 76 were male. The average 
age was 26, but patients ranged from 14 to 84 years old. The length of stay ranged from one to 19 days. 
Five patients were transferred from the emergency department to the operating room. There were 66 
patient cases in which alcohol was involved. Only two patients reported using helmets.  

In addition, in April 2019, a study was published by the Public Health and Transportation Departments in 
Austin, Texas in association with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. During the three-
month study period, there were nearly one million scooter trips in Austin. On average, the study showed 
that 20 individuals were injured per 100,000 scooter trips taken. The study findings can be summarized 
as: wear a helmet, don’t ride too fast, be careful when riding in the street and be extra careful if you are 
a new rider.  The report is at: http://www.austintexas.gov/news/scooter-injury-study-report-released  
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SOCIAL MEDIA INTERACTIONS (ZENCITY) 

The data presented here is from zencity, an analytics tool that analyzes public social media posts and 
social reactions to news articles to provide insight into what people are saying in the community. The 
charts below show how public conversation on this topic has occurred over time. There were 2,441 
interactions related to shared devices during the time period of Dec. 13, 2018 to July 15, 2019. Zencity 
reviews online electronic interactions in Scottsdale and uses an algorithm to categorize statements as 
positive, negative or neutral. 

Chart Six: Sentiment Overview. For the initial time period, 11 percent of online interactions were 
positive and 19 percent negative, but the vast majority (70 percent) were neutral.  

 
Chart Seven: Interactions over time. This chart tracks sentiment over time to demonstrate how public 
sentiment changed over the identified time period. The “score” is the total number of interactions at 
that point. The spikes, such as those seen in March and June, show how particular news articles or posts 
by individuals with large social media followings have driven the conversation during those periods. One 
should not look at the sentiment as a foolproof objective “score,” but rather as a general indicator. 
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CITIZEN FEEDBACK 

The Mayor and City Council received 211 emails regarding this topic from Dec. 13, 2018 to Aug. 16, 
2019. These 211 emails reflect 29 different people. A few of these were from scooter companies. Most 
were from citizens and merchants giving comments ranging from operational issues to asking for bans 
on scooters. 

Chart Eight: Emails to Mayor and City Council by Month. This chart shows scooter-related emails by 
month.  

Note: December was Dec. 13 – 31 and August was Aug. 1-16 only.  

RIDERSHIP DATA 

The city requested data from device sharing companies regarding their operations in Scottsdale from 
Dec. 13, 2018 through April 14, 2019. Because the city does not have contractual relationships requiring 
the provision of data, it was voluntarily provided by the following companies: Bird, Lime, Lyft, Razor and 
Spin. Uber/Jump did not respond to requests to provide data on usage but was no longer operating in 
Scottsdale at the time the request was made. Table One shows a summary of the data for the five 
companies that participated. Table Two lists data for each company. The total days of operation varied 
for each.  

Table One: Summary of Self-Reported Data from Companies 

Company Data Total 

Total number of rides (five of six companies) 292,408 

Total miles ridden (four of six companies) 318,888 

Number of unique riders  110,300 

Total hours of use (on rides)  60,086 

Average ride in minutes  13 

Average ride in miles  1 

Average number of daily rides per vehicle  1.778 

Average number of rides per unique rider  2.253 
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Table Two: Self-Reported Data for Each Company 

  Bird Lime Razor Lyft Spin 

Days of operation  122 122 120 80 46 

Average number of 
vehicles deployed  2,197 700 167  660 531 

Total number of 
rides  106,446 134,708 5,571 33,000 12,683 

Total miles ridden  91,672 170,000 Unavailable 39,000 18,216 

Number of unique 
riders  45,575 40,689 2,899 15,000 6,137 

Total hours of use 
(on rides)  21,439 26,941 1,407 8,000 2,299 

Average ride in 
minutes  12.0 12.0 15.0 14.5 10.9 

Average ride in 
miles  0.9 0.8 Unavailable 1.2 1.4 

Average number of 
daily rides per 
vehicle  4.6 1.6 1.0 1.2 0.5 

Average number of 
rides per unique 
rider  2.3 2.7 2.0 2.2 2.1 

Peak days and 
peak hours Unavailable 

Fri., 4-9 p.m.; 
Sat., 12-9 

p.m.,  Sun., 
12-7 p.m. See tab 

Sat/Sun 
early 

evening 

Sat & Sun 
and 3-5 

PM 

Customer revenue 
during this period 
of time – per use, 
per minute  Unavailable 

$4.17/trip, 
$.34/min. 

$20,620 
total Unavailable 

$4.74/use, 
$.44 per 

min. 

 

STAFF IMPACTS 

Staff from multiple departments coordinated extensively on shared device issues since April 2018. This 
required a considerable amount of time away from other duties. 

The staff team was comprised of an assistant city manager, sr. assistant city attorney, police 
commander, police lieutenant, police community action officer, sr. transportation planner, 
transportation director, old town specialist and citizen service supervisor. The team met with each 
company before they started operations in Scottsdale to discuss improvements needed to the scooter 
program and to draft this report. 
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These staff members continue to communicate with representatives from each company, meet 
internally several times each month, correspond throughout the day as issues arise and personally 
report violations using ScottsdaleEZ. 
 
KEY ISSUES 

There are several issues to consider as the city updates regulations for devices.  

1. Should scooters be treated the same or differently from bicycles? Treating them differently could 
cause confusion with the users and the general public. In addition, the state statute passed in 2019 
presumes that scooters are to be treated similarly to bicycles. Since these devices are only 
occasionally used for relatively short periods of time, the city should ensure regulations are not 
overly complex.  

2. How far should Scottsdale go to protect the public from themselves? Requirements for wearing 
helmets, dual riding, age restrictions and insurance requirements for companies have been debated 
in some cities. However, these are issues typically covered in state vehicle regulations, rather than 
city ordinance. Further regulation of these issues may result in attempts at state legislative 
preemption. 

3. Will regulations withstand changes in devices over time? Scottsdale should anticipate the changes in 
types of devices over time and how regulations can adapt to new devices in the future. For example, 
bike share came first and quickly left, then scooters and now sit-down scooters. What types of 
devices might be deployed in the future and can regulations withstand the test of time? 

4. Some devices are under private ownership by residents and are not shared devices. As the city 
considers further regulating shared devices, regulations for privately-owned, personal-use devices 
should remain in place. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Staff discussed the next steps the city could take to address issues which emerged during the initial 
ordinance period and has developed a draft ordinance for public comment (Attachment Five).  Staff is 
scheduling discussion and possible action on these matters later in 2019. The proposed draft ordinance 
includes the following:  

1. Updates to Conform with State Law1. The name and definition of devices was changed to “electric 
scooter” from “stand-up electric mini-scooter” to conform with state law (Sec. 17-76). In addition, a 
new definition for electric miniature scooter was added (Sec. 17-90).  

 

1 City staff were involved with the drafting of legislation with the goal to preserve local authority to regulate these devices. At 
one point, there was preemptive language included, but cities were able to keep this language out of the final bill. In August 
2018, the Arizona State Legislature passed legislation that takes effect in August 2020 and grants operators of electric scooters 
the same rights as operators of bicycles, except where further regulated by the local government. Under the current statute, a 
person riding a bicycle in a bike lane, or when there is no bike lane on a roadway’s shoulder, is granted all of the same rights 
and privileges as the driver of a vehicle (e.g. right-of-way) and is subject to all of the same duties (e.g. signaling turns, avoiding 
pedestrians, etc.) except for certificate of title, registration, vehicle license tax, emissions inspection, driver license, vehicle 
insurance, and safety equipment for motorcycles (e.g. helmet) requirements. The new law allows local authorities to adopt 
ordinances further regulating or prohibiting the operation of electric scooters except for requiring registration and licensing 
such as with motor vehicles. The new law allows electric scooters to be used on multiuse paths if allowed by the local authority. 
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2. Impoundment. An impoundment fee of $50 and a relocation fee of $25 for devices relocated or 
impounded by city staff. Although the original ordinance authorized city staff to impound or relocate 
devices, no fees were established at that time (Sec. 17-78). 

3. Parking and Placement. A requirement that the devices only be parked in an upright position and in 
bicycle racks or designated parking areas on public property. While the original ordinance directed 
devices to be placed in these areas, it allowed them to be placed anywhere where they weren’t 
otherwise prohibited by the ordinance resulting in confusion. Standards would need to be 
developed for designated parking areas (Sec. 17-85). 

4. Hours of Operation. To enhance safety, hours of operation prohibit all electric scooters from being 
ridden or operated from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.  This is the same period of operational restriction as pedal 
buses (Sec. 17-86(d)). 

5. Underaged Riders. Require riders under 16 to have written permission from a parent or guardian. 
This is similar to restrictions that companies place on riders but would be enforceable by the City of 
Scottsdale (Sec. 17-86(e)). 

6. Device Usage on Sidewalks in Old Town. Most of the identified problems regarding scooter usage 
have occurred in Old Town Scottsdale. Most sidewalks in Old Town are not of sufficient width for 
pedestrians, bicyclists and scooter users. As a result, the draft ordinance requires dismount zones on 
sidewalks in the Transportation Safety Zone, which includes most of Old Town Scottsdale 
(Attachment Six). This would result in devices being used in the travel lane on Scottsdale Road, 
Drinkwater and Goldwater Boulevards even though those streets do not have bike lanes (Sec. 17-
86(f)). 

Additional Issues for Future Consideration:  

Licensing and Permitting. The city could consider creating a regulatory license for device placement, 
parking and usage on public property. This license would be similar to the license required for valet 
parking on public property. This could include charging each company an annual licensing fee 
($1,000/year?) and a non-transferrable annual permit for each device ($150/year?). Such a regulatory 
license would require the companies to have insurance and indemnify the city. A Rider Education Plan 
could also be required for safety education on the operation and parking of devices. Companies could 
also be required to provide location and usage data to the city. The license would be revocable if 
companies failed to comply with ordinance or licensing requirements. Along with licensing, additional 
city staff would be needed for device parking enforcement and administrative costs. This could be 
funded by fees collected through the license program. An estimated range of potential revenue which 
could be collected at different levels of device placement in Scottsdale is provided in Table Three below. 

Table Three: Proposed Fees 

Devices License Fee Per Device Fee Device Fee Total Total Annual Fees 
100              $1,000                         $150                       $15,000                         $16,000  
500              1,000                         150                       75,000                         76,000  

1000              1,000                         150                    150,000                       151,000  
2000              $1,000                         $150                    $300,000                       $301,000  
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Chart 9: Total Annual Estimated Proposed Fees Based on Number of Devices 

 
Alternatively, if the city does not want to license and permit devices, another option would be to 
prohibit the placement of devices for sharing/rental on public property, allowing them to operate, but 
only if offered for rental and return on private property, such as a kiosk, at a hotel or at bike rental 
shops. This is complicated because some riders may want to park temporarily in racks on public 
property. Finally, the city could ban the devices, but this would also impact privately owned devices. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Information Packet for Device Sharing Companies 
2. ScottsdaleEZ Reports 
3. Police Summary of Incidents, Citations, and Arrests 
4. Draft Ordinance Revisions 
5. Transportation Safety Zone Map 
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So, you want to start operating a bicycle or scooter sharing service in Scottsdale?  
 
1. The bicycle and related devices ordinance (Ordinance No. 4372) took effect Dec. 13, 2018 and allows 

for bike share and e-scooter use in Scottsdale. Go to ScottsdaleAZ.gov and search “bicycle 
ordinance” Here are some key provisions: 

 Keep sidewalks open for pedestrians: Do not park devices on public sidewalks in areas that 
obstruct the portion used primarily by pedestrians. 

 The owner is required to keep devices properly parked: The owner – whether an individual or a 
company – is responsible for making sure their devices are parked properly. Devices should be 
parked in racks or designated parking areas. 

 Devices should be operable and used: The ordinance makes it illegal for devices to remain at the 
same location on public property for more than 72 consecutive hours. Improperly parked, 
inoperable or abandoned devices may be impounded. 

 Don’t park too many devices together: To reduce the amount of visual clutter, the ordinance 
seeks to properly space parking of devices – a maximum of 5 devices from the same owner can 
be parked within 200 feet of each other. 

 Respect private property: Devices can only be on private property with permission of the 
property owner (except in commercial or multi-family residential properties within common 
area bike racks and designated bicycle parking zones). 

All bicycles and scooters, electric or otherwise, must obey traffic laws, including always yielding to 
pedestrians. Scooters and bicycles can be ridden on a public sidewalk, multiuse path or roadway if it 
is at a safe speed to avoid colliding with people, cars and objects around them. 

Motorized scooters are prohibited on streets (including bike lanes) with speed limits of 40 miles per 
hour or greater, and class 3 electric bicycles are prohibited on sidewalks and multiuse paths. 

The revised ordinance also prohibits riding electric bikes and scooters while under the influence of 
alcohol or recklessly. Persons violating these provisions are subject to arrest and possible jail time.  

2. Before placing devices, we need your current contact information (email, phone, address) for the 
general public, as well as your local contact information (email, phone, address). The city has a tool 
for reporting devices that are parked improperly through the city’s Scottsdale EZ website. Go to 
ScottsdaleAZ.gov and search “EZ”. Once there, type "bike" or "scooter" into the search box and 
follow the prompts to make a report. The application forwards reports to staff and to the private 
bike- and scooter-sharing companies. People can also report parking issues to 480-312-7433 (312-
RIDE) 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 

3. Make sure you have a state transaction privilege tax license, as well as a city business license if 
required under Scottsdale Revised Code 16-19 (Ordinance No. 4309). Business license information is 
available at: https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/licenses 

4. Currently, the City of Scottsdale does not require a licensing agreement. Each company operating in 
Scottsdale has been willing to provide the API under the LA Dockless Mobility data standard, and 
we’d appreciate that for new companies as well: https://github.com/CityOfLosAngeles/mobility-
data-specification   

CITY MANAGER’S OFFICE 
Brent Stockwell, Assistant City Manager 
3939 N. Drinkwater Blvd.   PHONE 480-312-7288 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251   WEB ScottsdaleAZ.gov 
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ORDINANCE NO. 4372 
 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF SCOTTSDALE, MARICOPA COUNTY, 
ARIZONA, AMENDING SECTIONS 17-76, 17-78 THRU 17-87, 17-93, 17-99 AND 
17-100 AND ADDING SECTIONS 17-88, 17-89, 17-89.1, 17-89.2 AND 17-89.3 
TO THE SCOTTSDALE REVISED CODE RELATING TO BICYCLES, 
SKATEBOARDS AND MOTORIZED SKATEBOARDS 

 
BE IT ORDAINED by the Council of the City of Scottsdale as follows:  

 
 Section 1.  Sections 17-76 of the Scottsdale Revised Code is hereby amended as follows: 
 
Section 17-76. Definitions. 

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings 
ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:  

Bicycle means every device propelled by human power upon which any person may ride, having 
two (2) tandem wheels either of which is more than sixteen (16) inches in diameter or having three 
(3) wheels in contact with the ground any of which is more than sixteen (16) inches in diameter.  

Electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with fully operable pedals and an 
electric motor of less than seven hundred fifty watts and that meets the requirements of one of 
the following classes: 

(a)  Class 1 electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with an electric motor that 
provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling and that ceases to provide assistance when 
the bicycle or tricycle reaches the speed of twenty miles per hour. 

(b)  Class 2 electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with an electric motor that 
may be used exclusively to propel the bicycle or tricycle and that is not capable of providing 
assistance when the bicycle or tricycle reaches the speed of twenty miles per hour. 

(c)  Class 3 electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with an electric motor that 
provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling and that ceases to provide assistance when 
the bicycle or tricycle reaches the speed of twenty‑eight miles per hour. 

Electric personal assistive mobility device means a self‑balancing device with one wheel or two 
nontandem wheels and an electric propulsion system that limits the maximum speed of the device 
to fifteen miles per hour or less and that is designed to transport only one person. 

Owner means any person holding the legal title of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, 
motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-scooter or any person who 
is a lessee, conditional vendee or mortgagor of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, 
motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-scooter with a right to 
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immediate possession.  

Motorized bicycle means a motorized gas powered bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with a 
helper motor that has a maximum piston displacement of forty-eight cubic centimeters or less, 
that may also be self-propelled and that is operated at speeds of less than twenty miles per hour. 

Pedestrian through zone is the portion of the sidewalk used primarily by pedestrians for travel, 
accessing transit or buildings. 

Stand-up electric mini-scooter means a self-propelled device which has an electric motor, a deck 
on which a person may ride, at least two (2) tandem wheels in contact with the ground, handle 
bars, brakes and does not exceed 20 miles per hour and which is not otherwise defined in Arizona 
Revised Statutes Title 28, as amended, as a "motor vehicle," "motorcycle," or "motor-driven 
cycle."   

Section 2.  Sections 17-78 thru 17-87 of the Scottsdale Revised Code are hereby amended as 
follows: 

Section 17-78.  Impoundment.  

(a) If a Scottsdale police officer is unable to ascertain the true identity of any person deemed in 
violation of this article, the police officer shall be empowered to impound any vehicle or device 
used in the commission of the violation. The vehicle or device shall be returned to the person or 
his parents upon furnishing of satisfactory identification. 

(b) Unlawfully parked, inoperable or abandoned bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycles, 
motorized skateboards, motorized play vehicles or stand-up electric mini-scooters may be 
impounded or relocated by city employees as necessary to protect the health, safety and welfare 
of the public or as otherwise authorized by law. 

Section 17-79. Voluntary registration.  

(a) Every Any owner of a bicycle or electric bicycle may voluntarily register his bicycle with the 
chief of police or designee. The police registration form shall contain the owner's name, residence 
address and any other necessary information prescribed by the chief of police or designee, except 
that a social security number shall not be required. social security number, provided that a child 
applicant shall use the social security number of a parent or guardian.  

(b) Upon registration, a police department decal shall be affixed to the bicycle indicating that it 
has been registered with the police department. When the decal is delivered to the registrant, the 
chief of police shall cause the social security number of the owner, or in the case of a child, the 
social security number of one (1) of his parents or guardian, to be inscribed on the bicycle.  

Section 17-80. Application of traffic laws.  

Every person riding a bicycle, electric bicycle,  motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter 
upon a roadway in the city shall be granted all of the rights and shall be subject to all of the duties 
applicable to the driver of a vehicle by the laws of this state declaring rules of the road applicable 
to vehicles or by the traffic laws of the city applicable to the driver of a vehicle, except as to special 
regulations herein and except as to those provisions which by their nature can have no 
application. 
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Section 17-81. Obedience to traffic-control devices.  

(a) Any person operating a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-
scooter shall obey the instructions of official traffic-control signals, signs and other control devices 
applicable to vehicles, unless otherwise directed by a police peace officer, police aide or other 
person vested with the authority to direct traffic on public highways.  

(b) Whenever authorized signs are erected indicating that no right or left or U-turn is permitted, 
no person operating a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter 
shall disobey the direction of any such sign, except where such person dismounts from the 
bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter to make such turn, in 
which event such person shall then obey the regulations applicable to pedestrians.  

Section 17-82.  Emerging from alley or driveway.;  

(a)  The operator of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter 
emerging from an alley, driveway or building shall, upon approaching a sidewalk or the sidewalk 
area extending across any alleyway, yield the right-of-way to all pedestrians approaching on the 
sidewalk or sidewalk area, and upon entering the roadway shall yield the right-of-way to all 
vehicles approaching on the roadway.  

(b) The operator of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter 
riding on a sidewalk shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians using the sidewalk. 

(c) The operator of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter 
riding on a sidewalk shall yield the right-of-way to vehicles while crossing a driveway or 
intersection. 

Section 17-83. No riding or parking signs.  

The chief of police or designee may erect signs on any sidewalk, pathway or roadway prohibiting 
the riding or parking of bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycles or stand-up electric mini-
scooters thereon by any person, and, when such signs are in place, no person shall disobey the 
same.  

Section 17-84.  Speed.  

No person shall operate a bicycle at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under the 
conditions then existing.  

A person shall not operate a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-
scooter on a sidewalk, multi-use path or roadway at a speed greater than is reasonable and 
prudent under the circumstances, conditions and actual and potential hazards then existing. A 
person shall control the speed of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric 
mini-scooter as necessary to avoid colliding with any object, person, vehicle or other conveyance 
on, entering or adjacent to the highway in compliance with legal requirements and the duty of all 
persons to exercise reasonable care for the protection of others 

Section 17-85.  Parking. 

No person shall park a bicycle upon a street other than upon the roadway against the curb or 
upon the sidewalk in a rack to support the bicycle or against a building or at the curb, in such 
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manner as to afford the least obstruction to pedestrian traffic. 

(a) A person shall park a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-
scooter in a bicycle rack or in designated bicycle parking areas, or any place where it is not 
otherwise prohibited by ordinance, state law, federal law, signs or by a property owner.   

(b) No person shall park a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-
scooter in any of the following places:  

(1) Where prohibited by official signs or where the curb is painted red.  

(2) Within a designated public transit stop, except in designated bicycle racks or 
designated bicycle parking areas.  

(3) On a public sidewalk obstructing the pedestrian through zone, multiuse path or trail.  

(4) On those roadways without curbs in a manner so as to force a pedestrian to walk in 
the traveled portion of the roadway.  

(5) Within a designated handicapped parking stall and adjoining clear zones. 

(6) In front of or within a public or private driveway or the entrance to an alley.  

(7) Within any portion of a sidewalk, street, trail, or building entrance or exit that provides 
access to disabled persons pursuant to the American With Disabilities Act. 

(8) Within fifteen (15) feet of a fire hydrant.  

(9) In a pedestrian crosswalk.  

(10) Within twenty (20) feet of the driveway entrance to any fire station or on the side of 
the street opposite the entrance to any fire station within seventy-five (75) feet of the 
entrance when properly posted.  

(11) Within a designated turn or bicycle lane.  

(12) Within the traveled portion of a roadway, including an intersection and pedestrian 
crossing. 

(13) Within a designated no-parking zone. 

(14)  Within a landscaped or planted area. 

(15)  Within a roadway median. 

(16)   In front of public art. 

(c) The chief of police or designee may designate or limit public areas or streets available for 
parking bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooters. 

(d) No bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter shall be placed 
on private property without permission of the owner of that property.  

(e) The property owner of any non-residential property open to the public is deemed to have given 
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consent to unrestricted bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter 
parking by the general public in designated bicycle parking areas or racks, unless such parking 
is otherwise restricted under the Scottsdale Revised Code, state or federal law. The property 
owner of any non-residential property open to the public may develop its own rules and regulations 
as to abandoned or unlawfully parked bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycles or stand-up 
electric mini-scooters and may contract with private parties for the removal and impoundment of 
such bicycles, electric bicycles and motorized bicycles. 

(f) The property owner of any multi-family residential property is deemed to have given consent 
to unrestricted bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter parking 
by residents and authorized visitors in designated bicycle parking areas or racks, unless such 
parking is otherwise restricted under the Scottsdale Revised Code, state or federal law. The 
property owner of any multi-family residential property may develop its own rules and regulations 
as to abandoned or unlawfully parked bicycles, electric bicycles or motorized bicycles and may 
contract with private parties for the removal and impoundment of such bicycles, electric bicycles, 
motorized bicycles and stand-up electric mini-scooters. 

(g) It is unlawful for an owner to allow a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up 
electric mini-scooter owned by the owner to remain parked in a manner not in accordance with 
this section on publicly owned property after receiving notification from any person of such 
violation. 

(h) It is unlawful for an owner to allow a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up 
electric mini-scooter owned by the owner to remain parked in the same location on publicly owned 
property for seventy-two (72) hours or more. 

(i) It is unlawful for any person including an owner to leave an inoperable bicycle, electric bicycle, 
motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooter on public property for more than two (2) hours 
after receiving notification from any person of such violation. 

(j) Except as authorized by city permit, no person or owner shall place or park on publicly owned 
property more than five (5) lawfully parked bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycles or stand-
up electric mini-scooters owned by the same owner within two hundred (200) feet of each other 
for more than two (2) hours after receiving notification from any person of such violation. 

(k) Any employee authorized to issue a notice of violation for parking violations pursuant to section 
17-104(d) or the City Manager or designee may issue notices of violations and civil complaints 
for the enforcement of this section. Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to limit a 
Scottsdale police officer or the City Attorney from enforcing any other section of this Division. 

(l) For purposes of this section, notification to an owner or anyone acting on the behalf of an owner 
is deemed complete upon sending an email to or calling a phone number belonging to the owner 
or its agents. 

Section 17-86.  Riding in prohibited areas; class 3 electric bicycles prohibited on 
sidewalks; stand-up electric mini-scooters prohibited on streets greater than thirty-five 
miles per hour with exceptions.  

(a) No person shall ride or operate a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, stand-up electric 
mini-scooter, skateboard, roller skates or any other nonself-propelled vehicle or device, except 
wheelchairs or an electric personal assistive mobility device, in or upon any area having posted 
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signs expressly prohibiting said self-propelled vehicles or devices. 

(b) No person shall ride, park or operate a class 3 electric bicycle on any sidewalk or multi-use 
path within the city. 

(c) No person shall ride or operate a stand-up electric mini-scooter on a street when the street 
has a posted speed limit of forty (40) miles per hour or greater, except for crossing that street. 

Section 17-87. - Exceptions.  

The prohibitions set forth in sections 17-83 and 17-86 of this article shall not apply to law 
enforcement, fire or emergency medical officials while engaged in the performance of their official 
duties. 

Section 3.  Sections 17-88 thru 17-89.3 of the Scottsdale Revised Code are hereby added as 
follows: 

Section 17-88. Penalties. 

Unless otherwise provided: 

(a) A first violation of this Division is a civil offense and shall be punished by a fine of not less 
than fifty dollars ($50.00) per violation. 

(b) A second violation of this Division is a civil offense and shall be punished by a fine of not less 
than two hundred fifty ($250.00) per violation. 

(c) A third or subsequent violation of this Division within one (1) year of conviction of a first violation 
is a class one misdemeanor and shall be punished, in addition to any other penalties authorized 
by law, by a fine of not less than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) per violation.  

(d) Notwithstanding subsection c above, the City may designate third or subsequent violations of 
this Division as civil offenses and such violations shall be punished by a fine of not less than five 
hundred ($500.00) per violation. 

(e) Each day any violation of this Division continues shall constitute a separate offense. 

Section 17-89 -  Refusing to provide truthful name and date of birth when lawfully detained; 
penalty. 

(a) It is unlawful for a person, after being advised that the person’s refusal to answer is unlawful, 
to fail or refuse to state the person's true full name and date of birth on request of a peace officer 
who has lawfully detained the person based on reasonable suspicion that the person has 
committed a violation of this chapter. A person detained under this section shall state the person's 
true full name and date of birth, but shall not be compelled to answer any other inquiry of a peace 
officer. 

(b) A person who violates this section is guilty of a class 2 misdemeanor. 

Section 17-89.1. - Riding, operating or actual physical control while under the influence; 
presumptions; admissible evidence; sentencing. 
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(a). It is unlawful for a person to ride, operate or be in actual physical control of an electric bicycle, 
motorized bicycle, motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-scooter 
under any of the following circumstances: 

1. While under the influence of intoxicating liquor, any drug, a vapor-releasing substance 
containing a toxic substance or any combination of liquor, drugs or vapor releasing substances if 
the person is impaired to the slightest degree. 

2. If the person has an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more within two hours of riding, operating 
or being in actual physical control of the electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, motorized skateboard, 
motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-scooter and the alcohol concentration results from 
alcohol consumed either before or while driving or being in actual physical control of the electric 
bicycle, motorized bicycle, motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-
scooter  

3. While there is any drug defined in Arizona Revised Statutes Section 13-3401 or its metabolite 
in the person's body. 

(b). It is not a defense to a charge of a violation of subsection (a), paragraph 1 of this section that 
the person is or has been entitled to use the drug under the laws of this state. 

(c). A person who is convicted of a violation of this section is guilty of a class 1 misdemeanor. 

(d). A person using a drug as prescribed by a medical practitioner who is licensed pursuant to 
Arizona Revised Statutes Title 32 and who is authorized to prescribe the drug is not guilty of 
violating subsection A, paragraph 3 of this section. 

(e). In a trial, action or proceeding for a violation of this section, the defendant's alcohol 
concentration within two hours of the time of riding, operating or being in actual physical control 
as shown by analysis of the defendant's blood, breath or other bodily substance gives rise to the 
following presumptions: 

1. If there was at that time 0.05 or less alcohol concentration in the defendant's blood, breath or 
other bodily substance, it may be presumed that the defendant was not under the influence of 
intoxicating liquor. 

2. If there was at that time in excess of 0.05 but less than 0.08 alcohol concentration in the 
defendant's blood, breath or other bodily substance, that fact shall not give rise to a presumption 
that the defendant was or was not under the influence of intoxicating liquor, but that fact may be 
considered with other competent evidence in determining the guilt or innocence of the defendant. 

3. If there was at that time 0.08 or more alcohol concentration in the defendant's blood, breath or 
other bodily substance, it may be presumed that the defendant was under the influence of 
intoxicating liquor. 

(f). Subsection (e) of this section does not limit the introduction of any other competent evidence 
bearing on the question of whether or not the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor. 

(g). A person who is convicted of a violation of this section: 
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1. Shall be sentenced to serve not less than five (5) consecutive days in jail and is not eligible for 
probation or suspension of execution of sentence unless the entire sentence is served. 

2. Shall pay a fine of not less than two hundred fifty (250) dollars. 

3. May be ordered by a court to perform community restitution. 

(h). Notwithstanding subsection (g), paragraph 1 of this section, at the time of sentencing the 
judge may suspend all but twenty four hours (24) of the sentence if the person completes a court 
ordered alcohol or other drug screening, education or treatment program.  If the person fails to 
complete the court ordered alcohol or other drug screening, education or treatment program and 
has not been placed on probation, the court shall issue an order to show cause to the defendant 
as to why the remaining jail sentence should not be served. 

Section 17-89.2. – Reckless riding; sentencing. 

(a) It is unlawful for a person to ride or operate an electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, motorized 
skateboard, motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-scooter with reckless disregard for 
the safety of persons or property. 

(b) A violation of this section is a class two misdemeanor. 

Section 17-89.3 - Stand-up electric mini-scooter required equipment. 

(a) A stand-up electric mini-scooter that is used at nighttime shall have a lamp on the front that 
emits a white light visible from a distance of at least five hundred feet to the front and a red 
reflector on the rear and that is visible from all distances from fifty feet to three hundred feet to 
the rear when the reflector is directly in front of lawful upper beams of head lamps on a motor 
vehicle. A stand-up electric mini-scooter may have a lamp that emits a red light visible from a 
distance of five hundred feet to the rear in addition to the red reflector.  

(b) A person shall not operate a stand-up electric mini-scooter that is equipped with a siren or 
whistle except that a stand-up electric mini-scooter may be equipped with an anti-theft alarm. 

(c) A stand-up electric mini-scooter shall be equipped with a brake that enables the operator to 
make the braked wheels skid on dry, level, clean pavement. 

Section 4.  Sections 17-93 of the Scottsdale Revised Code is hereby amended as follows: 

Section 17-93.  Prohibited operation.  

(a) No person shall ride, operate, place or park a motorized skateboard or motorized play vehicle:  

(1) On any sidewalk in the city, except for use in crossing such sidewalk by the most direct route 
to gain access to any public or private road or driveway.  

(2) In any city parking structure, city park, or other public property except for use on public 
roadways within a city park.  

(3) On any private property that has been posted or designated by the owner of such property as 
an area prohibiting "skateboards."  
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(4) On any public roadway consisting of a total of four (4) or more marked traffic lanes, or having 
an established speed limit of greater than twenty-five (25) miles per hour.  

(5) On any private property of another, without the written permission of the property owner, the 
person entitled to immediate possession of the property, or the authorized agent of either.  

(6) On any sidewalk, or any designated bicycle lane, unpaved trail or multiuse path. 

(b) It is a civil offense subject to the penalties specified in section 17-88 for an owner to allow a 
motorized skateboard or motorized play vehicle owned by the owner to remain unlawfully parked 
on publicly owned property after receiving notification from any person of such violation. 

Section 5.  Sections 17-99 and 17-100 of the Scottsdale Revised Code is hereby amended as 
follows: 

Sec. 17-99. - General; right-of-way; use of multiuse path.  

(a) Multiuse paths are for the exclusive use of pedestrians, and any human-powered vehicles 
or devices, class 1 and 2 electric bicycles and stand-up electric mini-scooters.  

(b)  A user who is operating a class 1 or 2 electric bicycle, a stand-up electric mini-scooter or a  
human-powered device or vehicle upon a multiuse path shall yield the right of way to any 
pedestrian. A user operating a bicycle shall yield to skaters and pedestrians, and skaters shall 
yield to pedestrians.  

(c)  All users of multiuse paths shall:  

(1)  Travel at a rate of speed which is reasonable and prudent under the conditions at the point 
of operation, taking into account the amount and character of pedestrian traffic, grade and width 
of path, and condition of surface. In every event, the user shall control speed as may be necessary 
to avoid colliding with other users.  

(2)  Obey all instructions of any traffic control device, warning sign, or pavement marking 
applicable to use of the multiuse path, unless otherwise directed by a police peace officer, police 
aide or other person vested with the authority to direct traffic on public highways, including, without 
limitation: speed limit, stop, yield, caution, warning and dismount signs.  

(3)  Exercise due care and caution to avoid colliding with any other users.  

(4)  Refrain from entering any portion of the multiuse path when it is flooded or contains standing 
water.  

(5)  Travel in a consistent and predictable manner.  

(6)  Travel as near to the right side of the path as is safe, except as may be appropriate while 
preparing to make or making turning movements, or while overtaking or passing another user 
traveling in the same direction.  

(7)  Occupy only the right half of the multiuse path, measured from the right side, so as not to 
impede the normal and reasonable movement of other path users.  

(8)  Pass other users on the left and only when it can be done safely, returning to the right only 
when safely clear of the user being passed.  
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(9)  Give an audible warning signal (e.g. voice, bell, or mechanical or electrical signaling device), 
in sufficient time to allow response, before passing any user.  

(10)  Remove themselves and any equipment at least three (3) feet off the pathway when 
stopping, standing or parking.  

Sec. 17-100. - Prohibitions.  

(a)  No person shall operate, use or place any vehicle or device with an attached motor or power 
unit that is not otherwise authorized by section 17-99, whether or not it is operation, upon a 
multiuse path or within three (3) feet of a multiuse path. This subsection shall be inapplicable to 
the use and operation of a motorized wheelchair by a person who ordinarily uses such equipment. 
It shall also be inapplicable to city employees or others authorized by the city to perform 
inspection, repair or maintenance work, and to persons providing emergency medical or 
veterinary services, in the performance of their official or professional duties.  

(b)  No person shall willfully throw, deposit or cause to be thrown or deposited, upon any 
multiuse path any glass bottles, glass, nails, tacks, wires, cans or any other object, substance or 
debris, including animal waste. Any person who drops, or causes to be dropped, thrown or 
deposited upon a multiuse path any such material will immediately remove it or cause it to be 
removed.  

 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Council of the City of Scottsdale, Arizona, this 13th day of 
November, 2018. 

       CITY OF SCOTTSDALE, an Arizona 
       municipal corporation 
ATTEST: 

______________________ 
_______________________    W.J. “Jim” Lane, Mayor 
Carolyn Jagger, City Clerk 
 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
_______________________  
Bruce Washburn, City Attorney 
By:  Luis E. Santaella 
       Senior Assistant City Attorney 
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Downtown Scottsdale Cordon
Æó Bicycle Rack

Document Path: V:\Transportation\TransportationWorkgroups\TransportationGIS\Bikeways_mxd\racks\Bicycle_Rack_Inventory_.mxdTransportation GIS - December 2014

Downtown Scottsdale Bike Rack Locations

Notice: This document is provided for general information purposes only.
The City of Scottsdale does not warrant its accuracy, completeness, or suitability for any particular purpose.
It should not be relied upon without field verification.
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En re SRP Canal (both sides)  is feder-
al property managed by SRP. It’s 
signed no-motorized vehicles so it’s a 
no parking, no use zone.  

South Bridge (both sides of Marshall 
Way Bridge) - Private property no 
permission to place or use devices. 
Includes underground garage 

South Bridge (both sides of Marshall 
Way Bridge) - Private property no 
permission to place or use devices. 
Includes underground garage 

Waterfront Residen al and Retail—
Private Property (including covered 
walkways). No permission for 
parking or use. OK to use racks 

Waterfront Residen al and Retail—
Private Property (including covered 
walkways). No permission for 
parking or use. OK to use racks 

En re SRP Canal (both sides)  is feder-
al property managed by SRP. It’s 
signed no-motorized vehicles so it’s a 
no parking, no use zone.  

Sco sdale Waterfront Area—Prohibited parking and use areas.  

There are abundant public and private racks north of the Canal. Any 
devices should be placed and parked there.  
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Prior to Ordinance 17
419
436

ID Request Type Description   Date Open
292008 Bike & Scooter Share Programs  Descrip on of problem/comments:There is a major ... 11/8/2017

TOTAL November of 2017 1
299421 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Phoenix resident (Mrs. Medina) requests call back ... 2/6/2018
299570 Bike & Scooter Share Programs A volunteer called my office this morning to state... 2/8/2018
301984 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Ofo Bikes left on sidewalk at this address 2/27/2018
301982 Bike & Scooter Share Programs I have reported over 54 bikes to both LimeBike and... 2/27/2018
301955 Bike & Scooter Share Programs I live in Phoenix but have ofo bikes in front of m... 2/27/2018
301987 Bike & Scooter Share Programs LimeBike has been on corner of 110th and Clinton f... 2/28/2018

TOTAL February of 2018 6
302188 Bike & Scooter Share Programs The residents of 6625 E Almeria Rd continuously pa... 3/2/2018
302650 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Have already sent in a complaint about this partic... 3/8/2018
302823 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Just to let you know ‐ I am taking screenshots and... 3/10/2018
303226 Bike & Scooter Share Programs 12‐14 bikes located on E Pinchot/87th Way need to ... 3/14/2018
303393 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Caller complains that the view of southbound traff... 3/16/2018
303575 Bike & Scooter Share Programs This is my second notice regarding 12‐15 bikes par... 3/19/2018

TOTAL March of 2018 6
320204 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Electric scooters blocking sidewalk on 78th place.... 9/18/2018

TOTAL September of 2018 1
321646 Bike & Scooter Share Programs 3 yellow Ofo bikes have been abandoned on the side... 10/4/2018

TOTAL October of 2018 1
325827 Other On greenbelt bike trail just south of the Indian S... 11/16/2018

TOTAL November of 2018 1
328694 Bike & Scooter Share Programs How do I get them to stop placing scooters on my p... 12/12/2018

TOTAL December of 2018 / (12/1 ‐ 12/12) 1
17

After Ordinance in place ‐ 12/13/18

Requests Submitted ‐ By Month

Overall Total after the Ordinance 12/13/18 ‐ 7/14/19
Combined Total

Overall Total

Attachment 2 ScottsdaleEZ Reports 
December 13, 2018 - July 15, 2019



328825 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 10 scooters parked on the sidewalk on the Northeas... 12/13/2018
328811 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Group of scooters parked on southeast corner, bloc... 12/13/2018
328804 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) There are 6 or more Lime Scooters parked within 20... 12/13/2018
328823 Razor (Red scooters) 10 devices in front of Salty Senorita in sidewalk 12/13/2018
328948 Bike & Scooter Share Programs A merchant reported this scooter to me, and I repo... 12/14/2018
328927 Bird (white & black scooters) Message received by city manager's office from pro... 12/14/2018
328929 Razor (Red scooters) Razor scooter parked blocking city sidewalk in fro... 12/14/2018
328896 Razor (Red scooters) There are 12 scooters parked in front of 6920 E 4T... 12/14/2018
329094 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 4‐5 Lime scooters are parked on the SE corner of M... 12/17/2018
329139 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird Scooters are being staged at Scottsdale Water... 12/18/2018
329374 Bird (white & black scooters) Multiple violations of bikes left by riders improp... 12/20/2018
329799 Bird (white & black scooters) 2 scooters located in landscaped area. 12/27/2018
329809 Razor (Red scooters) Next to red curb in roadway at Waterfront 12/27/2018
329936 Bike & Scooter Share Programs There's a new ordinance but who do you contact if ... 12/29/2018

TOTAL December of 2018 14
330166 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 4 lime scooters abandoned at the Fairmont Scottsda... 1/1/2019
330435 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Scooter appeared in front of our house on sidewalk... 1/2/2019
330493 Bird (white & black scooters) A scooter is parked laying down in our business co... 1/3/2019
330546 Ofo (yellow bikes) An OFO bike has been parked on 92nd St between Thu... 1/3/2019
330759 Bird (white & black scooters) Too many units and left in landscaping and sidewal... 1/5/2019
330791 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) I will contact support@limebike.com regarding a gr... 1/5/2019
330758 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Too many left haphazardly around hotel 1/5/2019
332156 Bird (white & black scooters) Scooters left on east Miller side of church on pri... 1/9/2019
332154 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Device left within sight of rack in private proper... 1/9/2019
332151 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked in middle of sidewalk in front of Public Ar... 1/9/2019
332102 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Location: Front entrance of Horizon Community Cent... 1/9/2019
332430 Bird (white & black scooters) One of the scooter companies (not Bird) with multi... 1/11/2019
332594 Bike & Scooter Share Programs The called said the scooter is a razor scooter but... 1/14/2019
332691 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Electric scooters obstructing sight and not attrac... 1/15/2019
332646 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Lime scooter left in front of my house for over a ... 1/15/2019
332722 Bird (white & black scooters) At 7134 E Stetson Ave and the fountain area are ov... 1/15/2019
332645 Bird (white & black scooters) 25 parked at 6th and Stetson 1/15/2019
332696 Razor (Red scooters) 10 scooters 1/15/2019
332695 Razor (Red scooters) Parking on sidewalk; impeding pedestrian traffic 1/15/2019
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332694 Razor (Red scooters) More than 5 devices 1/15/2019
332692 Razor (Red scooters) 1/15/2019
332690 Razor (Red scooters) 1/15/2019
332771 Bike & Scooter Share Programs jump has 10 devices parked illegally not in racks ... 1/16/2019
332798 Bird (white & black scooters) 8 birds parked in front of Clayton House 1/16/2019
332769 Bird (white & black scooters) Multiple violations 14 birds placed with 200 feet,... 1/16/2019
332797 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 9 jump scooters parked in front of Clayton House 1/16/2019
332806 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked way back here. No one is going to locate th... 1/16/2019
332770 Razor (Red scooters) Multiple violations, more then 5 parked in sidewal... 1/16/2019
332767 Razor (Red scooters) Multiple violations in and around the Marshall Way... 1/16/2019
332914 Bird (white & black scooters) Four Bird scooters are near the stairs and Barrio ... 1/17/2019
332854 Bird (white & black scooters) 4000 North Drinkwater  Blvd there are 9 birds park... 1/17/2019
332941 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) A jump bike is chained to a one‐hour parking sign ... 1/17/2019
332919 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Three jump scooters blocking the sidewalk by churc... 1/17/2019
332912 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Parking in front of public art. 1/17/2019
332963 Razor (Red scooters) Northwest corner of E Indian School Rd / Marshall ... 1/17/2019
333004 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) In landscaped area 1/18/2019
333023 Razor (Red scooters) These scooters are parked in front of a business f... 1/18/2019
333003 Razor (Red scooters) 1/18/2019
333002 Razor (Red scooters) Scooter left in middle of pedestrian through zone 1/18/2019
333385 Bird (white & black scooters) There are THREE violations: (1) parking more than ... 1/22/2019
333358 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Resident reported 2 "abandoned" bikes and a scoote... 1/22/2019
333431 Bird (white & black scooters) BIRD has been notified several times by MSREA the ... 1/23/2019
333430 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime bike has bee notified several times by MSREA ... 1/23/2019
333625 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Multiple issues: 4 scooters parked in the wheelcha... 1/24/2019
333611 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Not in a designated bike rack 1/24/2019
333609 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Not parked in a designated area or bike rack 1/24/2019
333608 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Landscapes area 1/24/2019
333606 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Two Lime scooters parked blocking the sidewalk 1/24/2019
333610 Razor (Red scooters) Not parking in a designated area or bike rack; all... 1/24/2019
333704 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird scooters in landscaping not in racks. 1/25/2019
333706 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Jump scooters parked illegally all over historic o... 1/25/2019
333703 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Scooters but in rack and placed on gallery row whe... 1/25/2019
333701 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Devices not in racks and blocking pedestrian throu... 1/25/2019
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333694 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Jump scooter lying in street on north side of Main... 1/25/2019
333683 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 6 devices 1/25/2019
333677 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Three violations! (1) parking on public property w... 1/25/2019
333672 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 1/25/2019
333641 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime bike has been notified several times not to s... 1/25/2019
333680 Razor (Red scooters) 1/25/2019
333679 Razor (Red scooters) Parking in landscaped area; not in a nearby rack  ... 1/25/2019
333754 Bike & Scooter Share Programs I previously tried to submit this complaint and it... 1/26/2019
333753 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) I am asking the city of Scottsdale to further regu... 1/26/2019
333752 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) This is on federal government property managed by ... 1/26/2019
333751 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) These devices are on private property without perm... 1/26/2019
333747 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 12 scooters parked within 200’ and this is the thi... 1/26/2019
333746 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked on private property without permission and ... 1/26/2019
333749 Razor (Red scooters) These devices are not parked in racks and this is ... 1/26/2019
333748 Razor (Red scooters) These devices are not parked in racks and this is ... 1/26/2019
333776 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 9 Jump scooters parked 1/27/2019
333876 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 1/28/2019
334008 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 1/29/2019
333990 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Scooters in front of public art. 1/29/2019
334010 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 6 devices 1/29/2019
334006 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Too many devices within 200ft 1/29/2019
334005 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Private property 1/29/2019
334004 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Private property; no permission to park scooters h... 1/29/2019
334003 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 1/29/2019
333950 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) More than 5 lime scooters parked within 200’ in an... 1/29/2019
334009 Razor (Red scooters) On bridge, private property. No permission from wa... 1/29/2019
334128 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Parked scooters without permission and has been no... 1/30/2019
334081 Ofo (yellow bikes) there has been a yellow bike sitting on the lawn n... 1/30/2019
336260 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 1/31/2019
336223 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Blocking sidewalk where we get a lot of traffic 1/31/2019
336261 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) This neighborhood has no sidewalks. The scooter is... 1/31/2019
336256 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 6th Ave & Stetosn...again. 1/31/2019
336254 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Blocking sidewalk area and not in racks that are v... 1/31/2019
336253 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Three Lime scooters blocking through some on sidew... 1/31/2019
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336217 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime colored bike in the middle of the sidewalk ab... 1/31/2019
TOTAL January of 2019 88

336337 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) there are two lime bikes that have been at this lo... 2/1/2019
336336 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 2/1/2019
336334 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Citizen reported bike in middle of sidewalk to Cit... 2/1/2019
336405 Bike & Scooter Share Programs 573‐108 number on bike 2/2/2019
336408 Bird (white & black scooters) There are dozens of Bird Scooters parked in the Sc... 2/2/2019
336431 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Multiple violations, on sidewalk, in an inoperable... 2/3/2019
336471 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 5 Jump scooters are parked along the back of the c... 2/4/2019
336475 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) This is a violation that occurs daily in this spot... 2/4/2019
336666 Bird (white & black scooters) 2/5/2019
336656 Bird (white & black scooters) Fire lane 2/5/2019
336651 Bird (white & black scooters) Blocking ada and push button 2/5/2019
336649 Bird (white & black scooters) 2/5/2019
336643 Bird (white & black scooters) 2/5/2019
336576 Bird (white & black scooters) I own both of the above properties and this compan... 2/5/2019
336654 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Landscaped area 2/5/2019
336877 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 5 Jump scooters have been parked since Wednesday o... 2/7/2019
337015 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) This bike is illegally parked in a landscaped loca... 2/9/2019
337007 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 4 scooters blocking the sidewalk at SW corner. 2/9/2019
337166 Bird (white & black scooters) 6 scooters parked next to each other. One has been... 2/11/2019
337118 Bird (white & black scooters) 2/11/2019
337128 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) the jump bikes are parked in the bike rack in a bu... 2/11/2019
337087 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 4 Lime scooters are on the back of the curb ramp o... 2/11/2019
337259 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 3‐4 Lime scooters on the NW corner of Scottsdale R... 2/12/2019
337373 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 4‐5 Lime scooters are blocking access to both pede... 2/13/2019
337372 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Scooters blocking sidewalk. There is a bike rack 1... 2/13/2019
337371 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Devices blocking the sidewalk and access to the pe... 2/13/2019
337317 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 2/13/2019
337298 Ofo (yellow bikes) There is a yellow Ofo bike that has been sitting f... 2/13/2019
337456 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Citizen reported that these scooters were blocking... 2/14/2019
337439 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 4 Lime scooters are blocking access to the pedestr... 2/14/2019
337389 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Devices continue to block of a path of a pedestria... 2/14/2019
337388 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Device blocking sidewalk and access to pedestrian ... 2/14/2019
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337441 Ofo (yellow bikes) There is an Ofo bike on the SE corner of Hayden an... 2/14/2019
337532 Bird (white & black scooters) 2 devices in sidewalk should be in rack on east si... 2/15/2019
337535 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Devices are parked in front of Public Art, in side... 2/15/2019
337526 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Device is in sidewalk and should be in rack across... 2/15/2019
337503 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Scooters on 2 corners at Brown and 2nd are blockin... 2/15/2019
337531 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) There are 8 devices in less than 200 feet and not ... 2/15/2019
337530 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime has more than 5 devices in 200’ the ones in t... 2/15/2019
337528 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 3 devices not in racks and placed in gallery distr... 2/15/2019
337527 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Device left in sidewalk. Should be in rack across ... 2/15/2019
337524 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Four devices parked at curb and three in rack. Dev... 2/15/2019
337513 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 9 devices in vicinity of intersection. 2/15/2019
337534 Lyft scooters Devices should be in nearby racks, not in sidewalk 2/15/2019
337525 Lyft scooters These devices should be in the rack location as th... 2/15/2019
337505 Lyft scooters Lyft scooters are parked near the bike racks in Li... 2/15/2019
337504 Lyft scooters Five Lyft scooters are parked near the bike rack. ... 2/15/2019
337506 Ofo (yellow bikes) An Off bike is on the south side of Camelback at S... 2/15/2019
337658 Ofo (yellow bikes) Looks like an abandoned OFO bike 2/18/2019
337860 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Blocking sidewalk near fire station entrance 2/20/2019
337859 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked in landscaped area on city property. 2/20/2019
337827 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) these scooters are parked in the middle of the sid... 2/20/2019
337813 Other PLEASE consider adding “no powered vehicles” signa... 2/20/2019
337927 Bird (white & black scooters) there is Lift, Bird, and Lime scooters parked on t... 2/21/2019
338011 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Four Jump scooters parked on the sidewalk for two ... 2/21/2019
338098 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) one device parked on the side walk of 6th & Marsha... 2/22/2019
338105 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Two Lime Scooters have been sitting in the middle... 2/22/2019
338097 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) These devices are parked right next to a fire hydr... 2/22/2019
338624 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) There are 2 bikes that have been there for 5 days. 2/26/2019
338750 Bird (white & black scooters) Device no. J725D parked when bike rack is nearby (... 2/27/2019
338760 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 6 devices and not parked at the bike rack across t... 2/27/2019
338759 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Not parking in bike rack‐located directly behind t... 2/27/2019
338748 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Parked on ramp of pedestrian sidewalk with bike ra... 2/27/2019
338744 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Two bikes parked locked to 3 hour parking sign in ... 2/27/2019
338740 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Parked in a parking spot, locked to a 3 hour parki... 2/27/2019
338739 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Two bikes parked in car parking spots. Moved them ... 2/27/2019
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338762 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Landscaped area. I believe you have an agreement w... 2/27/2019
338751 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked here when bike rack is 30 ft away. Ordinanc... 2/27/2019
338965 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 5 Lime scooters parked on SE corner of Shea and Sc... 2/28/2019
338874 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 4 parked in front of 7220 1st and 3 more parked on... 2/28/2019
338868 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime scooter in the river in El Dorado park in Sco... 2/28/2019
338968 Spin (orange & black scooters) 4 Spin scooters on the NE corner of Indian School ... 2/28/2019
338916 Ofo (yellow bikes) 2/28/2019

TOTAL February of 2019 73
339267 Bird (white & black scooters) There are two scooters that have been vandalized a... 3/4/2019
339283 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) There are 4 scooters sitting on the sidewalk in th... 3/4/2019
339254 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 7 devices 3/4/2019
339234 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Three scooters in sidewalk 3/4/2019
339357 Bird (white & black scooters) 15 scooters in a ten foot radius 3/5/2019
339417 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Company has been notified several times not to sta... 3/5/2019
339356 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime scooter parked on sidewalk on 90th St and Cho... 3/5/2019
339537 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Please remove Ofo bike on the SW corner of Camelba... 3/6/2019
339541 Spin (orange & black scooters) Spin scooters were staged on the 5‐foot wide sidew... 3/6/2019
339690 Bike & Scooter Share Programs scooters cluttering up area in front of western ro... 3/8/2019
339769 Bird (white & black scooters) 5 scooters parked and fallen over on sidewalk. Imp... 3/8/2019
339752 Bird (white & black scooters) Continues to deploy scoooters on property despite ... 3/8/2019
339767 Lyft scooters Scooter is on sidewalk in front of 6907 E 1st av 3/8/2019
339742 Spin (orange & black scooters) There is a red‐orange scooter parked on the grass ... 3/8/2019
339857 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Abandoned in McCormick Grrenbelt. 4 total. on path... 3/10/2019
339856 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Abandoned in McCormick Grrenbelt. 4 total. on path... 3/10/2019
340599 Bike & Scooter Share Programs I was a pedestrian on a sidewalk in Old Town and w... 3/18/2019
340645 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Abandoned Scooter in the McCormick Ranch .. Greenb... 3/18/2019
340756 Bird (white & black scooters) Three Bird scooters parked in front of 7134 E Stet... 3/19/2019
340734 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 5 Jump scooters are parked on the multi‐use path o... 3/19/2019
340843 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 3/20/2019
340846 Spin (orange & black scooters) There are 9 Spin scooters blocking both pedestrian... 3/20/2019
341017 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Bikes were parked on private property, merchant mo... 3/21/2019
340961 Lyft scooters In landscaped area in front of Nestledown (7134 E ... 3/21/2019
340983 Spin (orange & black scooters) Multiple scooters dumped in front of our place of ... 3/21/2019
340955 Spin (orange & black scooters) Scooters parked on public sidewalk. Need to be mov... 3/21/2019
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341098 Bike & Scooter Share Programs More than 5 Spin scooters parked. 3/22/2019
341142 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird scooter hasn't been moved in quite some time.... 3/22/2019
341087 Bird (white & black scooters) parked in front of public art at 1st St and Brown 3/22/2019
341095 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) parked in landscaping 3/22/2019
341093 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Bikes parked in violation ‐‐ on  pedestrian ramp o... 3/22/2019
341086 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) in front of public art outside parking  lot at 1st... 3/22/2019
341076 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Red jump bike left in middle of sidewalk in front ... 3/22/2019
341088 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) parked in front of public art at 1st St & Brown 3/22/2019
341118 Lyft scooters 3/22/2019
341094 Lyft scooters on pedestrian ramp 3/22/2019
341144 Spin (orange & black scooters) 3/22/2019
341102 Spin (orange & black scooters) 3/22/2019
341089 Spin (orange & black scooters) staged in front of public art 3/22/2019
341171 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked at bus stop 3/23/2019
341170 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked at bus stop in bike rack and also blocking ... 3/23/2019
341169 Lyft scooters Parked at a bus stop 3/23/2019
341333 Bird (white & black scooters) Please remove bird scooter on landscape are 3/25/2019
341386 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) There is a Jump Scooter parked outside of LDV Wine... 3/25/2019
341332 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Please remove lime scooters on landscaped area. 3/25/2019
341390 Spin (orange & black scooters) There is a Spin Scooter parked outside the Barrio ... 3/25/2019
341556 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Hi,  can't seem to find the appropriate place to r... 3/26/2019
341554 Bird (white & black scooters) 5 Bird scooters are parked on the 2nd Street multi... 3/26/2019
341555 Lyft scooters A Lyft scooter is parked on the 2nd Street multi‐u... 3/26/2019
341619 Bird (white & black scooters) Parked in landscaping and on the sidewalk. 3/27/2019
341616 Bird (white & black scooters) Eyesore in front of place of business 3/27/2019
341615 Spin (orange & black scooters) Eyesore in front of our place of business 3/27/2019
341751 Bird (white & black scooters) There is a bird scooter in the pedestrian through ... 3/28/2019
341750 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) There are several Jump devices ( 1 bike, three sco... 3/28/2019
341749 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Two jump scooters are parked on the through zone o... 3/28/2019
341998 Bike & Scooter Share Programs My recent visit to Scottsdale was horribly marred ... 3/30/2019
341997 Bike & Scooter Share Programs My recent visit to Scottsdale was horribly marred ... 3/30/2019
341996 Bike & Scooter Share Programs My recent visit to Scottsdale was horribly marred ... 3/30/2019

TOTAL March of 2019 58
342458 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird parked on pedestrian right of way, on ramp. 4/2/2019
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342448 Bird (white & black scooters) Scooter parked where prohibited, cannot park on pe... 4/2/2019
342442 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird parked in landscape by The Mission, cannot pa... 4/2/2019
342434 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Jump scooter parked by public art. cannot be parke... 4/2/2019
342451 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime scooters need to be parked in bike rack (dire... 4/2/2019
342449 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked on 2nd St near Marshall Way on side of the ... 4/2/2019
342444 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime scooter parked in landscape, cannot park in l... 4/2/2019
342431 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime scooters parked by public art. cannot park sc... 4/2/2019
342428 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Seven jump scooters in the same location. cannot p... 4/2/2019
342392 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Six lime devices, cannot park more than five same ... 4/2/2019
342391 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lyft scooter parked in front of public art. Cannot... 4/2/2019
342454 Lyft scooters 11 devices parked within 200ft, cannot park five o... 4/2/2019
342452 Lyft scooters lyft scooter needs to be parked in bike rack (dire... 4/2/2019
342446 Lyft scooters lyft scooter parked in landscape, cannot park in l... 4/2/2019
342441 Spin (orange & black scooters) Spin parked in a crosswalk, cannot park in crosswa... 4/2/2019
342661 Bird (white & black scooters) There are currently 14 bird scooters parked within... 4/3/2019
342603 Bird (white & black scooters) 13 scooters within 200 ft. 4/3/2019
342561 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) There is a red jump bike parked in the sidewalk in... 4/3/2019
342601 Lyft scooters 10 Lyft scooters St Marshall and 3rd Ave.  They we... 4/3/2019
342602 Spin (orange & black scooters) Scooter laying in the roadway blocking traffic.  P... 4/3/2019
342794 Bird (white & black scooters) Between Scottsdale rd and Brown on Indian school ... 4/4/2019
342720 Bird (white & black scooters) Main Street from Scottsdale Road to Goldwater is a... 4/4/2019
342715 Bird (white & black scooters) Parked in public sidewalk (in front of RA sushi). ... 4/4/2019
342713 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Six Jump devices together, cannot park five or mor... 4/4/2019
342768 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Scooters have been staged on a sidewalk corner, pr... 4/4/2019
342721 Lyft scooters Main Street from Scottsdale Road to Goldwater is a... 4/4/2019
342716 Lyft scooters Parked in public sidewalk (in front of RA sushi). ... 4/4/2019
342800 Ofo (yellow bikes) Has been at same location for about a month.  The ... 4/4/2019
342719 Spin (orange & black scooters) Main Street from Scottsdale Road to Goldwater is a... 4/4/2019
342919 Bird (white & black scooters) Device left on side in the middle of sidewalk bloc... 4/5/2019
342884 Bird (white & black scooters) parked outside may house next to fire hydrant and ... 4/5/2019
342869 Bird (white & black scooters) Scooter parked in landscape area, cannot park in l... 4/5/2019
342838 Bird (white & black scooters) 7 birds parked. 4 on one side 3 on other. Please r... 4/5/2019
342917 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Bike left on sidewalk not in rack. 4/5/2019
342914 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Parked on landscape and looks bad. 4/5/2019
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342867 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Scooter parked in landscape area, cannot park in l... 4/5/2019
342856 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 4 devices parked in a handicapped zone at 11:49 a.... 4/5/2019
342837 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Three bikes parked in landscapes area which is pro... 4/5/2019
342821 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 5 jump scooters located in front of Charles Miller... 4/5/2019
342820 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Bike on sidewalk 4/5/2019
342817 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Scooter lying on its side in middle of sidewalk in... 4/5/2019
342918 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Two devices left in sidewalk on side in landscaped... 4/5/2019
342921 Lyft scooters There are five Lyft devices parked between Scottsd... 4/5/2019
342876 Lyft scooters Been there for three days 4/5/2019
342870 Lyft scooters Scooter parked in landscape area, cannot park in l... 4/5/2019
342855 Lyft scooters 3 devices parked in handicapped spot 4/5/2019
342924 Spin (orange & black scooters) 4 scooters blocking sidewalk 4/5/2019
342908 Spin (orange & black scooters) On sidewalk but in the walkway. 4/5/2019
342937 Lyft scooters Blocking sidewalk. Clear violation of city ordinan... 4/6/2019
343021 Other Motorized scooters utilizing vehicle lanes (withou... 4/7/2019
343124 Lyft scooters Lyft left in middle of sidewalk. 4/8/2019
343126 Ofo (yellow bikes) Bike has been left OVER a month out in front of Sc... 4/8/2019
343258 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 4/9/2019
343241 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 4/9/2019
343237 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 4/9/2019
343235 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Laying in walkway. 4/9/2019
343304 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Two red jump bikes on private property, on grass, ... 4/10/2019
343310 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) All of a sudden, this morning, 10 scooters just go... 4/10/2019
343369 Lyft scooters 4/10/2019
343636 Bike & Scooter Share Programs Scooters dumped in middle of sidewalk. Blocking wa... 4/12/2019
343626 Bird (white & black scooters) 10 Bird scooters. 4/12/2019
343624 Bird (white & black scooters) 4 Bird scooters 4/12/2019
343625 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 5 Lime bikes/scooters. 4/12/2019
343622 Spin (orange & black scooters) 1 Spin Scooter 4/12/2019
343695 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parked on private property, if not removed within ... 4/14/2019
343694 Spin (orange & black scooters) Private property & within 15 feet of hydrant 4/14/2019
343693 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) On private property within 15 feet of a hydrant 4/14/2019

TOTAL Thru April 14 67
343885 Spin (orange & black scooters) 5 Spin Scooters parked  next to 5th Ave Volunteer ... 4/15/2019
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343925 Bird (white & black scooters) Staged on private property, will be collected and ... 4/16/2019
344113 Lyft scooters 4/17/2019
344261 Bird (white & black scooters) There are currently 7 BIRD Scooters outside the Ci... 4/18/2019
344268 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) There is 1 JUMP bike laying in a landscaped area o... 4/18/2019
344263 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) There are currently 5 JUMP scooters outside the Ci... 4/18/2019
344256 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) how Are folks supposed to use the bike rack 4/18/2019
344381 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Man is upset that there were four red scooters lef... 4/19/2019
344366 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) 2 days so far, 4/19/2019
344652 Lyft scooters parked in middle of sidewalk.  I watched a lady wi... 4/22/2019
344706 Bird (white & black scooters) This has been here more than 24 hours and is block... 4/23/2019
344705 Bird (white & black scooters) Scooter left inside Sands McCormick subdivision.  ... 4/23/2019
344773 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) I work at Drinkwater and 2nd Street, and I live in... 4/23/2019
344833 Lyft scooters 11 scooters total 4/23/2019
345195 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) Location is on Indian Bend Wash multiuse path east... 4/26/2019
345219 Lyft scooters Lyft bike left on walk way access to Indian Bend W... 4/26/2019
345413 Ofo (yellow bikes) Of bike abandoned on North side of Chauncey east o... 4/29/2019

TOTAL 17 (4/15/19 ‐ 4/30/19)
346126 Bird (white & black scooters) Back alleyway lying down 5/2/2019
346122 Bird (white & black scooters) Parked on sidewalk. 5/2/2019
346118 Bird (white & black scooters) Device parked in the middle of the sidewalk obstru... 5/2/2019
346125 Spin (orange & black scooters) Sidewalk 5/2/2019
346124 Spin (orange & black scooters) By wasted grain 5/2/2019
346368 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird scooter jammed behind the seat inside a bus s... 5/6/2019
346369 Lyft scooters There are four Lyft devices at this bus stop. Two ... 5/6/2019
346558 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Resident reported violations Sunday night May 5, i... 5/7/2019
346675 Lyft scooters Northeast corner of McDowell / Miller there are 2 ... 5/8/2019
346966 Bird (white & black scooters) Been here a week 5/11/2019
347271 Razor (Red scooters) Near the alley near Latham on the sidewalk.  The s... 5/14/2019
347730 Jump (red & white scooters, bikes) the Jump bike is on the Indian Bend wash under the... 5/20/2019
347947 Bird (white & black scooters) 2 scooters located on each side of the street, sit... 5/21/2019
348019 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) There are lime scooters on top of an electrical bo... 5/22/2019
348239 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) One Civic Center and City Hall are geo‐fenced as p... 5/24/2019
348238 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) There are 7 scooters staged right outside of Tommy... 5/24/2019
348237 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Five scooters parked on the sidewalk in Front of t... 5/24/2019
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348269 Lyft scooters In bike rack at the bus stop (as reported by Big O... 5/24/2019
348410 Bird (white & black scooters) blocking sidewalk and in landscaped area 5/27/2019
348485 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Two Lime scooters left in sidewalk around 8 am thi... 5/28/2019
348567 Lyft scooters Four Lyft devices are parked in the sidewalk. They... 5/28/2019
348483 Lyft scooters Two Lyft scooters left in sidewalk at 8 am this mo... 5/28/2019
348481 Lyft scooters One Lyft scooter left in sidewalk at 8 am this mor... 5/28/2019
348568 Spin (orange & black scooters) Three Spin devices are parked in the sidewalk. The... 5/28/2019
348484 Spin (orange & black scooters) 4 Spin scooters left in sidewalk at around 8 am th... 5/28/2019
348711 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird Scooters on HOA property 5/29/2019
348667 Lyft scooters 3 devices left in middle of sidewalk (1 in parking... 5/29/2019
348946 Lyft scooters 5/31/2019
348945 Spin (orange & black scooters) on sidewalk and impeding handicapped ramp 5/31/2019
348944 Spin (orange & black scooters) Parked on Benny Gonzales way, in front of One Civi... 5/31/2019
348943 Spin (orange & black scooters) Not only parked on side, but on a handicapped ramp 5/31/2019

TOTAL 31 MAY
349387 Bird (white & black scooters) 7 devices in front of W hotel not in a rack. 6/5/2019
349480 Lyft scooters 8 devices within 200’ 6/6/2019
349479 Lyft scooters 7 devices within 200’ 6/6/2019
349408 Lyft scooters I want to complain of Lyft scooter using our commu... 6/6/2019
349691 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime device blocking ADA ramp on Goldwater blvd .3... 6/9/2019
349690 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime scooters blocking ADA ramp at Lincoln Village... 6/9/2019
349675 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) i want to file a complaint regarding Lyft and Bir... 6/9/2019
349712 Lyft scooters Unlawful staging of scooters at bus stop ramada. 6/9/2019
349693 Lyft scooters 6/9/2019
349708 Spin (orange & black scooters) 6/9/2019
349692 Spin (orange & black scooters) Blocking access to ADA ramp and impeding walkway a... 6/9/2019
349810 Lyft scooters Blocking access to bus stop 6/10/2019
349726 Lyft scooters Prohibited parking. Complaint reported on Sunday, ... 6/10/2019
349811 Ofo (yellow bikes) 6/10/2019
349813 Spin (orange & black scooters) 2nd request in 24 hours.  Spin scooters blocking a... 6/10/2019
349812 Spin (orange & black scooters) Unlawfully parked near ada ramp and handicap space... 6/10/2019
349725 Spin (orange & black scooters) 12 hours since first reporting prohibited scooter ... 6/10/2019
349868 Bike & Scooter Share Programs We need the scooters off of our property at 6811 E... 6/11/2019
349907 Bird (white & black scooters) WE do not want scooters on our apartment property 6/11/2019
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349906 Lyft scooters We do not want scooters placed on our property. 6/11/2019
349871 Ofo (yellow bikes) Yellow OFO bike parked at this spot for at least t... 6/11/2019
349848 Spin (orange & black scooters) Staged on private property both on the 6th Street ... 6/11/2019
350051 Spin (orange & black scooters) 3rd report today, 9am, 5pm, 7pm, still in same spo... 6/12/2019
350048 Spin (orange & black scooters) This scooter has been on the sidewalk of a private... 6/12/2019
350045 Spin (orange & black scooters) Same three Scooters in the same spot as they were ... 6/12/2019
349966 Spin (orange & black scooters) Staged on private property 6/12/2019
350077 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Device left in landscaped area in City Hall parkin... 6/13/2019
350142 Ofo (yellow bikes) Ofo bike parked on the south side of Via Linda, so... 6/13/2019
350102 Ofo (yellow bikes) This bike has been abandoned and has been sitting ... 6/13/2019
350261 Lyft scooters Been sitting in the same spot for over 24 hours. R... 6/14/2019
350172 Lyft scooters On sidewalk. 6/14/2019
350314 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Scottsdale Abrivado condos. Parked near mailboxes.... 6/15/2019
350295 Lyft scooters Parked on sidewalk in front of 6936 E 4Th St. 6/15/2019
350353 Lyft scooters Left laying on sidewalk, obstructing walking pathw... 6/16/2019
350316 Lyft scooters Left on sidewalk in front of residence. 6/16/2019
350463 Lyft scooters Lyft scooters blocking back entrance. 7328 E Stets... 6/17/2019
350388 Lyft scooters Left parked impairing use of sidewalk. 6/17/2019
350998 Lyft scooters Blocking sidewalk 6/23/2019
350997 Lyft scooters Blocking sidewalk 6/23/2019
351070 Bird (white & black scooters) Bird scooter parked in a handicap parking area 6/24/2019
351046 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Scottsdale PD has a lime scooter in impound relate... 6/24/2019
351345 Bird (white & black scooters) 7 devices in front of Camden and 2 in front of Goo... 6/26/2019
351351 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) On Saguaro property 6/26/2019
351346 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Parking in stripped no parking area behind stop si... 6/26/2019
351362 Spin (orange & black scooters) Staged right outside of garage elevator ‐ terrible... 6/26/2019
351360 Spin (orange & black scooters) Parking in front of public art 6/26/2019
351359 Spin (orange & black scooters) Parked in front of public art 6/26/2019
351356 Spin (orange & black scooters) Staged when a bike rack is nearby 6/26/2019
351355 Spin (orange & black scooters) Staged by to stop sign, when a bike rack is nearby 6/26/2019
351354 Spin (orange & black scooters) Two devices staged out front Bandy’s Wig outlet — ... 6/26/2019
351349 Spin (orange & black scooters) Parked on the sidewalk/pedestrian right of way (by... 6/26/2019
351548 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) On the sidewalk, right outside the geofences zone ... 6/27/2019
351633 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) 7 scooters parked on civic center drive in front o... 6/28/2019
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351710 Bird (white & black scooters) Two birds and one lime scooters parked in landscap... 6/30/2019
TOTAL 54 JUNE

352095 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Lime scooter in middle of sidewalk at northwest co... 7/2/2019
352103 Lyft scooters Lyft scooter parked in sidewalk on the northeast c... 7/2/2019
352110 Ofo (yellow bikes) Bike has been at Cholla Park for two months in a b... 7/2/2019
352348 Bird (white & black scooters) Parked on private property 7/5/2019
352452 Lyft scooters 2.75 hours since initial report. 7/5/2019
352450 Lyft scooters Over 2 hours since first complaint. 7/5/2019
352447 Lyft scooters Private Community at 4200 N Miller RD. Scooters ar... 7/5/2019
352443 Lyft scooters 5 scooters parked on private property. Marquesa is... 7/5/2019
352430 Lyft scooters 7/5/2019
352476 Bird (white & black scooters) In middle of sidewalk since 7pm last night. 7/6/2019
352487 Lyft scooters 2 hours since first report 7/6/2019
352484 Lyft scooters 2 hours since initially reporting, on private prop... 7/6/2019
352481 Lyft scooters On private property without permission 7/6/2019
352564 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Requesting a pickup of abandoned Scooter3 7/8/2019
353052 Bird (white & black scooters) Several bird scooters are parked along the sidewalk… 7/12/2019
353054 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) Four Lime scooters are parked alonge sidewalk a… 7/12/2019
353014 Lime (yellow & green bikes and scooters) the scooter is leaned against the west side of the... 7/12/2019

TOTAL 17 7/1/19 ‐ 7/11/19
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Incidents
DR # Date Time Top Charge

19-04497  02/26/2019 23:31 RIDING/OPER WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE

19-05909  03/17/2019 16:00 RECKLESS RIDING

19-06674  03/27/2019 13:00 ACCIDENTS - FAIL TO GIVE INFO-NAME ADD ETC.

Citations
Citation # Date Time Top Charge

2077205     12/23/2018 14:59 17-82C - FTY FROM DRIVEWAY/INTERSECTION

2079404     02/06/2019 20:00 17-89.2 - RECKLESS RIDING

2079807     02/06/2019 16:22 17-82C - FTY FROM DRIVEWAY/INTERSECTION

2079948     02/26/2019 23:31 17-89.1 - RIDING/OPER WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE

2078404     03/05/2019 09:43 17-93.1 - MOTOR SKTBDS/OPER/NOT ON SDWLK

2068692     03/14/2019 15:25 17-82C - FTY FROM DRIVEWAY/INTERSECTION

2076699     03/17/2019 15:00 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2079365     03/17/2019 15:35 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2076698     03/17/2019 15:00 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2072008     03/17/2019 15:34 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2080378     03/17/2019 14:49 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2079366     03/17/2019 16:03 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2078494     03/17/2019 16:00 17-89.2 - RECKLESS RIDING

2078435     03/22/2019 15:20 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2078433     03/23/2019 15:30 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2078434     03/23/2019 13:40 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2067414     04/03/2019 12:35 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2078436     04/03/2019 16:00 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2083957     04/09/2019 09:40 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

Arrests
Arrest ID Date Time Top Charge

2019002312  02/26/2019 23:44 RIDING/OPER WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE

2019003101  03/17/2019 16:00 RECKLESS RIDING

2019004162  04/13/2019 20:45 RECKLESS RIDING
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Incidents
DR # Date Time Top Charge

19-11759 05/25/2019 15:35 RECKLESS RIDING

19-12147 06/06/2019 23:11 RECKLESS RIDING

19-14132 07/03/2019 23:07 RIDING/OPER WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE

Citations
Citation # Date Time Top Charge

2072887 05/08/2019 22:00 13-2906A1 - RECKLESS INTERFERENCE-OBSTRUCT HIGHWAY-
PUBLIC THOROUGHFARE

2078417 05/20/2019 11:02 17-93.1 - MOTOR SKTBDS/OPER/NOT ON SDWLK

2081940 05/27/2019 17:37 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2085879 05/28/2019 18:53 17-91 - MOPED-TRAFFIC LAWS APPLY

2078446 05/31/2019 11:45 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085882 06/04/2019 22:35 17-81A - BIKE OPER/OBEY TRAF CONT DVCS

2078449 06/04/2019 08:15 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085611 06/06/2019 23:11 17-89.2 - RECKLESS RIDING

2064023 06/11/2019 19:20 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2079245 06/12/2019 11:10 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2079246 06/12/2019 12:25 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2084655 06/12/2019 23:26 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082884 06/15/2019 14:28 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082886 06/15/2019 14:20 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082885 06/15/2019 14:38 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2084181 06/15/2019 21:09 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082883 06/15/2019 14:20 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2087605 06/15/2019 21:25 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2087606 06/16/2019 17:50 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2084182 06/16/2019 17:41 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082887 06/16/2019 20:33 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2064024 06/16/2019 18:40 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082888 06/17/2019 21:55 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082889 06/17/2019 23:28 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2079247 06/17/2019 12:22 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE
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2082890 06/18/2019 00:28 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2078448 06/21/2019 09:00 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082892 06/22/2019 16:07 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2084185 06/23/2019 19:16 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2069845 06/23/2019 09:07 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2069846 06/23/2019 09:16 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2069847 06/23/2019 09:21 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2069848 06/23/2019 05:28 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2084660 06/24/2019 00:02 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082893 06/25/2019 19:20 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082894 06/26/2019 01:38 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082895 06/26/2019 01:45 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082896 06/26/2019 01:51 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085213 06/27/2019 18:40 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2087609 06/29/2019 17:58 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2084186 06/29/2019 19:39 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088575 06/30/2019 17:59 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2082899 06/30/2019 17:43 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088850 06/30/2019 08:27 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088851 06/30/2019 08:34 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2087610 06/30/2019 00:10 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2087611 06/30/2019 00:10 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088576 07/01/2019 19:18 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088151 07/01/2019 12:20 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2078447 07/02/2019 13:00 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2084665 07/02/2019 02:17 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085037 07/03/2019 19:33 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2087498 07/03/2019 19:07 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2078999 07/03/2019 23:07 17-89.1 - RIDING/OPER WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE

2078431 07/04/2019 08:41 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2078439 07/04/2019 08:41 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088677 07/04/2019 15:05 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2078445 07/04/2019 08:41 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085219 07/04/2019 18:16 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE
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2085220 07/05/2019 22:59 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088855 07/06/2019 09:04 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088854 07/06/2019 08:55 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088853 07/06/2019 08:51 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088852 07/06/2019 08:46 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088577 07/07/2019 16:32 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088578 07/08/2019 19:47 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088579 07/08/2019 20:01 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088580 07/08/2019 21:10 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088581 07/08/2019 21:45 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088582 07/08/2019 21:59 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088583 07/09/2019 01:56 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088584 07/09/2019 02:06 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088585 07/09/2019 02:13 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085221 07/11/2019 18:22 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085223 07/12/2019 18:17 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2087616 07/13/2019 18:48 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088586 07/13/2019 14:48 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2089004 07/13/2019 19:15 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2089005 07/13/2019 19:15 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2089006 07/13/2019 19:15 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088587 07/13/2019 14:53 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088588 07/13/2019 14:56 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088589 07/13/2019 14:57 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088590 07/13/2019 15:15 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088591 07/13/2019 15:19 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088592 07/13/2019 15:27 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088593 07/13/2019 15:29 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088594 07/13/2019 15:35 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088595 07/13/2019 15:40 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088596 07/13/2019 16:10 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2088597 07/13/2019 16:13 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085580 07/14/2019 14:13 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

2085582 07/14/2019 14:28 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE
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*Although it is the intent of the Scottsdale Police Department to provide the most accurate information available, due to reporting delays 
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modules.  Statutes included in this report:  non-repealed 17-7%, 17-8%, and 17-9% with % referencing a "wild card".  Query results are 
likely to include transportation sharing related violations, but results may include charges outside this scope based on statute (code) 
amendments or changes.

2087617 07/14/2019 20:05 17-85G - PARKING NOT IN ACCORDANCE

Arrests
Arrest ID Date Time Top Charge

2019006504 06/06/2019 23:30 RECKLESS RIDING

2019007631 07/03/2019 23:07 RIDING/OPER WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE
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ORDINANCE NO.4XXX 
 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF SCOTTSDALE, MARICOPA COUNTY, 
ARIZONA, AMENDING SECTIONS 17-76, 17-78, 17-80 THRU 17-86, 17-89 
THRU 17-91, 17-93 THRU 17-97 AND 17-99 TO THE SCOTTSDALE REVISED 
CODE RELATING TO BICYCLES, SKATEBOARDS AND MOTORIZED 
SKATEBOARDS 

 
BE IT ORDAINED by the Council of the City of Scottsdale as follows:  

 
 Section 1.  Sections 17-76 of the Scottsdale Revised Code is hereby amended as 
follows: 
 
Sec. 17-76. - Definitions.  

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings 
ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:  

Bicycle means every device propelled by human power upon which any person may ride, 
having two (2) tandem wheels either of which is more than sixteen (16) inches in diameter or 
having three (3) wheels in contact with the ground any of which is more than sixteen (16) inches 
in diameter.  

Electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with fully operable pedals and 
an electric motor of less than seven hundred fifty watts and that meets the requirements of one 
of the following classes:  

(a)  Class 1 electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with an electric 
motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling and that ceases to 
provide assistance when the bicycle or tricycle reaches the speed of twenty miles per 
hour.  

(b)  Class 2 electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with an electric 
motor that may be used exclusively to propel the bicycle or tricycle and that is not 
capable of providing assistance when the bicycle or tricycle reaches the speed of 
twenty miles per hour.  

(c)  Class 3 electric bicycle means a bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with an electric 
motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling and that ceases to 
provide assistance when the bicycle or tricycle reaches the speed of twenty-eight miles 
per hour.  

Electric personal assistive mobility device means a self-balancing device with one wheel or 
two nontandem wheels and an electric propulsion system that limits the maximum speed of the 
device to fifteen miles per hour or less and that is designed to transport only one person.  

         Electric scooter means a device that weighs less than seventy-five pounds, has two or 
three wheels, has handlebars, has a floorboard on which a person may stand while riding, is 
powered by an electric motor or human power, or both, has a maximum speed that does not 
exceed twenty miles per hour, with or without human propulsion, on a paved level surface and 
does not include an electric miniature scooter.  

Owner means any person holding the legal title of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized 
bicycle, motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-scooter or any 
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person who is a lessee, conditional vendee or mortgagor of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized 
bicycle, motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle or stand-up electric mini-scooter with a 
right to immediate possession.  

Motorized bicycle means a motorized gas powered bicycle or tricycle that is equipped with 
a helper motor that has a maximum piston displacement of forty-eight cubic centimeters or less, 
that may also be self-propelled and that is operated at speeds of less than twenty miles per 
hour.  

Pedestrian through zone is the portion of the sidewalk used primarily by pedestrians for 
travel, accessing transit or buildings.  

Skateboard means every device propelled by human power which any person may ride, 
having a deck and at least two (2) tandem wheels in contact with the ground.  

Stand-up electric mini-scooter means a self-propelled device which has an electric motor, a 
deck on which a person may ride, at least two (2) tandem wheels in contact with the ground, 
handle bars, brakes and does not exceed 20 miles per hour and which is not otherwise defined 
in Arizona Revised Statutes Title 28, as amended, as a "motor vehicle," "motorcycle," or "motor-
driven cycle."  

Section 2.  Section 17-78 of the Scottsdale Revised Code is hereby amended as follows: 

Sec. 17-78. - Impoundment.  

(a)  If a Scottsdale police officer is unable to ascertain the true identity of any person deemed 
in violation of this article, the police officer shall be empowered to impound any vehicle or 
device used in the commission of the violation. The vehicle or device shall be returned to 
the person or his parents upon furnishing of satisfactory identification.  

(b)  Unlawfully parked, inoperable or abandoned bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycles, 
motorized skateboards, motorized play vehicles, electric miniature scooters or stand-up 
electric mini-scooters or similar devices may be impounded or relocated by city employees 
as necessary to protect the health, safety and welfare of the public or as otherwise 
authorized by law.  

(c)     The City may impose on an owner a fifty ($50) impoundment fee and/or a twenty-five 
($25) relocation fee for every impoundment and/or relocation conducted pursuant to this 
section. The impoundment fee shall be due prior to the release of the impounded bicycle, 
electric bicycle, motorized bicycles, motorized skateboards, motorized play vehicles, 
electric miniature scooters, electric scooters or similar devices.  It is the responsibility of the 
responsible owner to pay all relocation and other fees due pursuant to this article in a timely 
manner.  Unpaid fees will be due upon receipt of billing and fees not paid within thirty (30) 
days of initial billing shall be deemed delinquent. 

(d)     Any owner owing money due for the fees imposed by this section shall be liable in an 
action brought in the name of the City for recovery of such amount, including reasonable 
attorney fees. 

Section 3.  Sections 17-80 thru 17-86 of the Scottsdale Revised Code are hereby amended as 
follows: 

Sec. 17-80. - Application of traffic laws.  
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Every person riding a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric mini-
scooter or similar device upon a roadway in the city shall be granted all of the rights and shall be 
subject to all of the duties applicable to the driver of a vehicle by the laws of this state declaring 
rules of the road applicable to vehicles or by the traffic laws of the city applicable to the driver of 
a vehicle, except as to special regulations herein and except as to those provisions which by 
their nature can have no application.  

Sec. 17-81. - Obedience to traffic-control devices.  

(a)  Any person operating a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric 
mini-scooter or similar device shall obey the instructions of official traffic-control signals, 
signs and other control devices applicable to vehicles, unless otherwise directed by a peace 
officer, police aide or other person vested with the authority to direct traffic on public 
highways.  

(b)  Whenever authorized signs are erected indicating that no right or left or U-turn is 
permitted, no person operating a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up 
electric mini-scooter or similar device shall disobey the direction of any such sign, except 
where such person dismounts from the bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-
up electric mini-scooter or similar device to make such turn, in which event such person 
shall then obey the regulations applicable to pedestrians.  

Sec. 17-82. - Emerging from alley or driveway.  

(a)  The operator of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric mini-
scooter or similar device emerging from an alley, driveway or building shall, upon 
approaching a sidewalk or the sidewalk area extending across any alleyway, yield the right-
of-way to all pedestrians approaching on the sidewalk or sidewalk area, and upon entering 
the roadway shall yield the right-of-way to all vehicles approaching on the roadway.  

(b)  The operator of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric mini-
scooter or similar device on a sidewalk shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians using the 
sidewalk.  

(c)  The operator of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric mini-
scooter or similar device on a sidewalk shall yield the right-of-way to vehicles while crossing 
a driveway or intersection.  

Sec. 17-83. - No riding or parking signs.  

The chief of police or designee may erect signs on any sidewalk, pathway or roadway 
prohibiting the riding or parking of bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycles, or stand-up 
electric mini-scooters or similar devices thereon by any person, and, when such signs are in 
place, no person shall disobey the same.  

Sec. 17-84. - Speed.  

A person shall not operate a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric 
mini-scooter or similar device on a sidewalk, multi-use path or roadway at a speed greater than 
is reasonable and prudent under the circumstances, conditions and actual and potential hazards 
then existing. A person shall control the speed of a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or 
stand-up electric mini-scooter or similar device as necessary to avoid colliding with any object, 
person, vehicle or other conveyance on, entering or adjacent to the highway in compliance with 
legal requirements and the duty of all persons to exercise reasonable care for the protection of 
others.   
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Sec. 17-85. - Parking.  

(a)  A No person shall park, place or leave a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or 
stand-up electric mini-scooter or similar device on public property except in a upright 
position in bicycle rack or in designated bicycle parking area.s, or any place where it is not 
otherwise prohibited by ordinance, state law, federal law, signs or by a property owner.  

(b)  No person shall park a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-
scooter in any of the following places:  

(1)  Where prohibited by official signs or where the curb is painted red.  

(2)  Within a designated public transit stop, except in designated bicycle racks or 
designated bicycle parking areas.  

(3)  On a public sidewalk obstructing the pedestrian through zone, multiuse path or trail.  

(4)  On those roadways without curbs in a manner so as to force a pedestrian to walk in 
the traveled portion of the roadway.  

(5)  Within a designated handicapped parking stall and adjoining clear zones.  

(6)  In front of or within a public or private driveway or the entrance to an alley.  

(7)  Within any portion of a sidewalk, street, trail, or building entrance or exit that provides 
access to disabled persons pursuant to the American With Disabilities Act.  

(8)  Within fifteen (15) feet of a fire hydrant.  

(9)  In a pedestrian crosswalk.  

(10)  Within twenty (20) feet of the driveway entrance to any fire station or on the side of 
the street opposite the entrance to any fire station within seventy-five (75) feet of the 
entrance when properly posted.  

(11)  Within a designated turn or bicycle lane.  

(12)  Within the traveled portion of a roadway, including an intersection and pedestrian 
crossing.  

(13)  Within a designated no-parking zone.  

(14)  Within a landscaped or planted area.  

(15)  Within a roadway median.  

(16)  In front of public art.  

(c)  The chief of police or designee may designate or limit public areas or streets available for 
parking bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycle or stand-up electric mini-scooters.  

(d) (b) No bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric mini-scooter or 
similar device shall be placed on private property without permission of the owner of that 
property.  For those properties that are not required by the City to provide bicycle parking 
pursuant to the zoning ordinance, such permission must be in writing. 

(e) (c) The property owner of any non-residential property open to the public is deemed to 
have given consent to unrestricted bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up 
electric mini-scooter or similar device parking by the general public in designated bicycle 
parking areas or racks, unless such parking is otherwise restricted under the Scottsdale 
Revised Code, state or federal law. The property owner of any non-residential property 
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open to the public may develop its own rules and regulations as to abandoned or unlawfully 
parked bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized bicycles, or stand-up electric mini-scooter or 
similar device and may contract with private parties for the removal and impoundment of 
such bicycles, electric bicycles, and motorized bicycles, electric scooters or similar devices.  

(f)(d)  The property owner of any multi-family residential property is deemed to have given 
consent to unrestricted bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric mini-
scooter or similar device parking by residents and authorized visitors in designated bicycle 
parking areas or racks, unless such parking is otherwise restricted under the Scottsdale 
Revised Code, state or federal law. The property owner of any multi-family residential 
property may develop its own rules and regulations as to abandoned or unlawfully parked 
bicycles, electric bicycles, or motorized bicycles, electric scooters or similar devices and 
may contract with private parties for the removal and impoundment of such bicycles, 
electric bicycles, motorized bicycles, or stand-up electric mini-scooters or similar devices. 

(g) (e) It is unlawful for an owner to allow a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or 
stand-up electric mini-scooter or similar device owned by the owner to remain parked in a 
manner not in accordance with this section on publicly owned property after receiving 
notification from any person of such violation.  

(h) (f) It is unlawful for an owner to allow a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-
up electric mini-scooter or similar device owned by the owner to remain parked in the same 
location on publicly owned property for seventy-two (72) hours or more.  

(i) (g) It is unlawful for any person including an owner to leave an inoperable bicycle, electric 
bicycle, motorized bicycle, or stand-up electric mini-scooter or similar device on public 
property for more than two (2) hours after receiving notification from any person of such 
violation.  

(j) (h) Except as authorized by city permit, no person or owner shall place or park on publicly 
owned property more than five (5) lawfully parked bicycles, electric bicycles, motorized 
bicycles, or stand-up electric mini-scooters or similar devices owned by the same owner 
within two hundred (200) feet of each other for more than two (2) hours after receiving 
notification from any person of such violation.  

(k) (i) Any employee authorized to issue a notice of violation for parking violations pursuant to 
section 17-104(d) or the City Manager or designee may issue notices of violations and civil 
complaints for the enforcement of this section. Nothing in this subsection shall be construed 
to limit a Scottsdale police officer or the City Attorney from enforcing any other section of 
this Division.  

(l) (j) For purposes of this section, notification to an owner or anyone acting on the behalf of an 
owner is deemed complete upon sending an email to or calling a phone number belonging 
to the owner or its agents.  

Sec. 17-86. - Riding in prohibited areas; class 3 electric bicycles prohibited on sidewalks; 
stand-up electric mini-scooters prohibited on streets greater than thirty-five miles per 
hour with exceptions; hours of operation, age restrictions and Transportation Safety 
Zone dismounting.  

(a)  No person shall ride or operate a bicycle, electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, stand-up 
electric mini-scooter, skateboard, electric miniature scooter, roller skates or any other 
nonself-propelled vehicle or device, except wheelchairs or an electric personal assistive 
mobility device, in or upon any area having posted signs expressly prohibiting said vehicles 
or devices.  
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(b)  No person shall ride, park or operate a class 3 electric bicycle on any sidewalk or multi-

use path within the city.  

(c)  No person shall ride or operate a stand-up electric mini-scooter on a street when the street 
has a posted speed limit of forty (40) miles per hour or greater, except for crossing that 
street.  

(d)   No person shall ride or operate an electric scooter between the hours of 11:00 pm and 6:00 
am. 

(e)    No child under the age of sixteen (16) years shall operate an electric scooter without 
written permission from a parent or guardian. 

(f)    Every person shall dismount and walk an electric scooter while on a sidewalk within a City 
Transportation Safety Zone. 

Section 4.  Sections 17-89 thru 17-91 of the Scottsdale Revised Code are hereby amended as 
follows: 

Sec. 17-89. - Refusing to provide truthful name and date of birth when lawfully detained; 
penalty.  

(a)  It is unlawful for a person, after being advised that the person's refusal to answer is 
unlawful, to fail or refuse to state the person's true full name and date of birth on request of 
a peace officer who has lawfully detained the person based on reasonable suspicion that 
the person has committed a violation of this chapter the Scottsdale Revised Code. A person 
detained under this section shall state the person's true full name and date of birth, but shall 
not be compelled to answer any other inquiry of a peace officer.  

(b)  A person who violates this section is guilty of a class 2 misdemeanor.  

Sec. 17-89.1. - Riding, operating or actual physical control while under the influence; 
presumptions; admissible evidence; sentencing.  

(a)  It is unlawful for a person to ride, operate or be in actual physical control of an electric 
bicycle, motorized bicycle, motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle, or stand-up 
electric mini-scooter, electric miniature scooter or similar device under any of the following 
circumstances:  

1.  While under the influence of intoxicating liquor, any drug, a vapor-releasing substance 
containing a toxic substance or any combination of liquor, drugs or vapor releasing 
substances if the person is impaired to the slightest degree.  

2.  If the person has an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more within two hours of riding, 
operating or being in actual physical control of the electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, 
motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle, or stand-up electric mini-scooter, electric 
miniature scooter or similar device and the alcohol concentration results from alcohol 
consumed either before or while driving or being in actual physical control of the 
electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle, or 
stand-up electric mini-scooter, electric miniature scooter or similar device.  

3.  While there is any drug defined in Arizona Revised Statutes Section 13-3401 or its 
metabolite in the person's body.  
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(b)  It is not a defense to a charge of a violation of subsection (a), paragraph 1 of this section 

that the person is or has been entitled to use the drug under the laws of this state.  

(c)  A person who is convicted of a violation of this section is guilty of a class 1 misdemeanor.  

(d)  A person using a drug as prescribed by a medical practitioner who is licensed pursuant to 
Arizona Revised Statutes Title 32 and who is authorized to prescribe the drug is not guilty 
of violating subsection (a), paragraph (3) of this section.  

(e)  In a trial, action or proceeding for a violation of this section, the defendant's alcohol 
concentration within two hours of the time of riding, operating or being in actual physical 
control as shown by analysis of the defendant's blood, breath or other bodily substance 
gives rise to the following presumptions:  

1.  If there was at that time 0.05 or less alcohol concentration in the defendant's blood, 
breath or other bodily substance, it may be presumed that the defendant was not under 
the influence of intoxicating liquor.  

2.  If there was at that time in excess of 0.05 but less than 0.08 alcohol concentration in 
the defendant's blood, breath or other bodily substance, that fact shall not give rise to a 
presumption that the defendant was or was not under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor, but that fact may be considered with other competent evidence in determining 
the guilt or innocence of the defendant.  

3.  If there was at that time 0.08 or more alcohol concentration in the defendant's blood, 
breath or other bodily substance, it may be presumed that the defendant was under the 
influence of intoxicating liquor.  

(f)  Subsection (e) of this section does not limit the introduction of any other competent 
evidence bearing on the question of whether or not the defendant was under the influence 
of intoxicating liquor.  

(g)  A person who is convicted of a violation of this section:  

1.  Shall be sentenced to serve not less than five (5) consecutive days in jail and is not 
eligible for probation or suspension of execution of sentence unless the entire sentence 
is served.  

2.  Shall pay a fine of not less than two hundred fifty (250) dollars.  

3.  May be ordered by a court to perform community restitution.  

(h)  Notwithstanding subsection (g), paragraph 1 of this section, at the time of sentencing the 
judge may suspend all but twenty four hours (24) of the sentence if the person completes a 
court ordered alcohol or other drug screening, education or treatment program. If the 
person fails to complete the court ordered alcohol or other drug screening, education or 
treatment program and has not been placed on probation, the court shall issue an order to 
show cause to the defendant as to why the remaining jail sentence should not be served.  

Sec. 17-89.2. - Reckless riding; sentencing.  

(a)  It is unlawful for a person to ride or operate an electric bicycle, motorized bicycle, 
motorized skateboard, motorized play vehicle, or stand-up electric mini-scooter, electric 
miniature scooter or similar device with reckless disregard for the safety of persons or 
property.  

(b)  A violation of this section is a class two misdemeanor.  

Sec. 17-89.3. - Stand-up eElectric mini-scooter required equipment.  
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(a)  A stand-up electric mini-scooter that is used at nighttime shall have a lamp on the front 

that emits a white light visible from a distance of at least five hundred feet to the front and a 
red reflector on the rear and that is visible from all distances from fifty feet to three hundred 
feet to the rear when the reflector is directly in front of lawful upper beams of head lamps on 
a motor vehicle. A stand-up electric mini-scooter may have a lamp that emits a red light 
visible from a distance of five hundred feet to the rear in addition to the red reflector.  

(b)  A person shall not operate a stand-up electric mini-scooter that is equipped with a siren or 
whistle except that a stand-up electric mini-scooter may be equipped with an anti-theft 
alarm.  

(c)  A stand-up electric mini-scooter shall be equipped with a brake that enables the operator 
to make the braked wheels skid on dry, level, clean pavement.  

DIVISION 2. - MOTORIZED SKATEBOARDS  

Sec. 17-90. - Definitions.  

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings 
ascribed to them in this section, except where the context indicates a different meaning:  

Child means a person who is under the age of eighteen (18) years.  

Custodian means a person who has lawful custody of a child.  

Electric miniature scooter means a device that weighs less than thirty pounds, has two 
or three wheels, has handlebars, has a floorboard on which a person may stand while 
riding, and is powered by an electric motor or human power, or both, has a maximum speed 
that does not exceed ten miles per hour, with or without human propulsion, on a paved level 
surface. 

Motorized skateboard means a self-propelled device which has a motor, a deck on 
which a person may ride and at least two (2) tandem wheels in contact with the ground and 
which is not otherwise defined in Arizona Revised Statutes Title 28, as amended, as a 
"motor vehicle," "motorcycle," "motor-driven cycle," "motorized wheelchair," or "electric 
personal assistive mobility device".  

Motorized play vehicle means a coaster, any other alternatively fueled device 
(excluding battery-operated toy carts designed for children under the age of eight (8) years 
to ride in or on), or other motorized vehicle that is self-propelled by a motor or engine, and 
which is not otherwise defined in Arizona Revised Statutes Title 28, as amended, as a 
"motor vehicle," "motorcycle," "motor-driven cycle," "motorized wheelchair," or "electric 
personal assistive mobility device".  

Motorized wheelchair means a self-propelled vehicle that is designed for and used by a 
physically challenged, injured or incapacitated person.  

Multiuse path means an off-road hard surfaced path which may be separated from 
motorized vehicle traffic by an open space or barrier. A multiuse path is used exclusively for 
pedestrians, and any human-powered vehicles or devices.  

Vehicle means a device in, upon or by which any person or property is or may be 
transported or drawn upon a public roadway, excepting devices moved by human power or 
used exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks.  

Sec. 17-91. - Application of traffic laws.  
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Every person operating a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle upon a roadway, or any shoulder adjoining a roadway shall be granted all rights 
and shall be subject to all the duties applicable to the driver of a vehicle by the laws of this state 
declaring rules of the road applicable to vehicles, or by the traffic laws of the city applicable to 
the driver of a vehicle, except as to special regulations herein and except as to those provisions 
which by their nature can have no application. This section shall not be construed to require the 
licensing or registration of motorized skateboards or motorized play vehicles, the licensing of 
motorized skateboard or motorized play vehicle operators, or the carrying of insurance covering 
accidents involving motorized skateboards or motorized play vehicles.  

Section 5.  Sections 17-93 thru 17-97 of the Scottsdale Revised Code are hereby amended as 
follows: 

Sec. 17-93. - Prohibited operation.  

(a)  No person shall ride, operate, place or park a motorized skateboard, electric miniature 
scooter or motorized play vehicle:  

(1)  On any sidewalk in the city, except for use in crossing such sidewalk by the most 
direct route to gain access to any public or private road or driveway.  

(2)  In any city parking structure, city park, or other public property except for use on 
public roadways within a city park.  

(3)  On any private property that has been posted or designated by the owner of such 
property as an area prohibiting "skateboards."  

(4)  On any public roadway consisting of a total of four (4) or more marked traffic lanes, or 
having an established speed limit of greater than twenty-five (25) miles per hour.  

(5)  On any private property of another, without the written permission of the property 
owner, the person entitled to immediate possession of the property, or the authorized 
agent of either.  

(6)  On any sidewalk, or any designated bicycle lane, unpaved trail or multiuse path.  

(b)  It is a civil offense subject to the penalties specified in section 17-88 for an owner to allow 
a motorized skateboard, , electric miniature scooter or motorized play vehicle owned by the 
owner to remain unlawfully parked on publicly owned property after receiving notification 
from any person of such violation.  

Sec. 17-94. - General operating restrictions.  

(a)  No child under the age of fourteen (14) years shall operate a motorized skateboard, 
electric miniature scooter or motorized play vehicle without written permission from a parent 
or guardian.  

(b)  No person shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under the circumstances 
then existing.  

(c)  The operator of a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized play 
vehicle, approaching a street, sidewalk, bicycle lane, unpaved trail or multiuse path in order 
to cross such, shall yield the right-of-way to all other users. The operator shall dismount and 
walk the motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized play vehicle across 
the street, sidewalk, bicycle lane, unpaved trail or multiuse path.  
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(d)  No operator of a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized play 

vehicle shall allow passengers when the motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or 
motorized play vehicle is in operation or motion.  

(e)  No person operating or riding upon a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or 
motorized play vehicle shall attach themselves or the motorized skateboard, electric 
miniature scooter or motorized play vehicle in any manner to any other vehicle.  

(f)  No person shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle while carrying any package, bundle, or article which prevents the operator from 
keeping both hands upon the steering mechanism at all times.  

(g)  No person, other than the owner, shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature 
scooter or motorized play vehicle without the written permission of the owner.  

(h)  No person shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle that has been altered from the original manufacturer's design.  

(i)  No person shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle in a crosswalk.  

(j)  No operator of a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized play vehicle 
shall transport extra fuel in a separate container or alter the fuel reservoir from the original 
manufacturer's design. This prohibits physically attaching fuel packs or containers to the 
operator's person.  

(k)  Motorized skateboards, electric miniature scooter and motorized play vehicles may only be 
operated between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.  

Sec. 17-95. - Operating restrictions on roadway.  

(a)  A person operating a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized play 
vehicle on a roadway at less than the normal speed of traffic, at the time and place and 
under the then existing conditions, shall ride as close as practicable to the right hand curb 
or edge of the roadway, except under the following conditions and when the movement can 
be made in safety:  

(1)  If overtaking and passing a bicycle or vehicle proceeding in the same direction.  

(2)  If preparing for left turn at an intersection or into a private roadway or driveway.  

(3)  If reasonably necessary to avoid hazardous conditions ahead in the roadway.  

(4)  If the lane in which the person is operating the motorized skateboard, electric 
miniature scooter or motorized play vehicle is too narrow for a motorized skateboard, 
electric miniature scooter or motorized play vehicle and a bicycle or another vehicle to 
travel safely side by side within the lane.  

(b)  Persons operating motorized skateboards, electric miniature scooter or motorized play 
vehicles on the roadway shall not ride more than two (2) abreast.  

Sec. 17-96. - Required safety equipment.  

(a)  No person shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle without a head lamp and rear lamp emitting the following beams anytime after 
sunset, or any other time when there is insufficient light to operate the motorized 
skateboard or motorized play vehicle safely:  
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(1)  A head lamp shall emit a white light visible from the front at a distance no less than 
five hundred (500) feet.  

(2)  A rear lamp shall emit a red light visible from the back at a distance no less than five 
hundred (500) feet.  

(b)  No person shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle unless it is equipped with a brake which enables the operator to make a braked 
wheel(s) skid on the pavement.  

(c)  Any child operator of a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized play 
vehicle shall at all times wear a protective helmet on his or her head in an appropriate and 
safely secured manner. The helmet shall be certified for motorcycle use by the federal 
motor vehicle safety standard known as FMVSS 218 (49 CFR 571.218).  

(d)  No person shall operate a motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or motorized 
play vehicle without wearing footwear. The footwear must have a sole and completely cover 
the feet and toes.  

Sec. 17-97. - Responsibilities of sellers.  

Any person who sells a new motorized skateboard, electric miniature scooter or a new 
motorized play vehicle in the city shall post the following in a conspicuous manner at the place 
of sale:  

(1)  Sections 17-92, 17-93, 17-94, 17-95 and 17-96 of this article, and  

(2)  Notice that some insurance policies will not cover liability claims involving motorized 
skateboards, electric miniature scooter and motorized play vehicles.  

Section 6.  Sections 17-99 of the Scottsdale Revised Code is hereby amended as follows: 

Sec. 17-99. - General; right-of-way; use of multiuse path.  

(a)  Multiuse paths are for the exclusive use of pedestrians, human-powered vehicles or 
devices, class 1 and 2 electric bicycles and stand-up electric mini-scooters.  

(b)  A user who is operating a class 1 or 2 electric bicycle, a stand-up electric mini-scooter or a 
human-powered device or vehicle upon a multiuse path shall yield the right of way to any 
pedestrian. A user operating a bicycle shall yield to skaters and pedestrians, and skaters 
shall yield to pedestrians.  

(c)  All users of multiuse paths shall:  

(1)  Travel at a rate of speed which is reasonable and prudent under the conditions at the 
point of operation, taking into account the amount and character of pedestrian traffic, 
grade and width of path, and condition of surface. In every event, the user shall control 
speed as may be necessary to avoid colliding with other users.  

(2)  Obey all instructions of any traffic control device, warning sign, or pavement marking 
applicable to use of the multiuse path, unless otherwise directed by a peace officer, 
police aide or other person vested with the authority to direct traffic on public highways, 
including, without limitation: speed limit, stop, yield, caution, warning and dismount 
signs.  

(3)  Exercise due care and caution to avoid colliding with any other users.  
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(4)  Refrain from entering any portion of the multiuse path when it is flooded or contains 
standing water.  

(5)  Travel in a consistent and predictable manner.  

(6)  Travel as near to the right side of the path as is safe, except as may be appropriate 
while preparing to make or making turning movements, or while overtaking or passing 
another user traveling in the same direction.  

(7)  Occupy only the right half of the multiuse path, measured from the right side, so as 
not to impede the normal and reasonable movement of other path users.  

(8)  Pass other users on the left and only when it can be done safely, returning to the right 
only when safely clear of the user being passed.  

(9)  Give an audible warning signal (e.g. voice, bell, or mechanical or electrical signaling 
device), in sufficient time to allow response, before passing any user.  

(10)  Remove themselves and any equipment at least three (3) feet off the pathway when 
stopping, standing or parking.  

 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Council of the City of Scottsdale, Arizona, this 12th day of 
November, 2019. 

       CITY OF SCOTTSDALE, an Arizona 
       municipal corporation 
ATTEST: 

______________________ 
_______________________    W.J. “Jim” Lane, Mayor 
Carolyn Jagger, City Clerk 
 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
_______________________  
Joe Padilla, Acting City Attorney 
By:  Luis E. Santaella 
       Senior Assistant City Attorney 
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